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Body Up Evolution is a mobile patient lift / transfer device. It is a new lift concept,
revolutionary, yet simple, assisting those with lower limb weakness to transfer and move
about the house. Offer your loved ones the luxury of access to anywhere in the house or
in and out of the car while applying minimal muscular work.
With the use of the Body Up Evolution lifting and transporting people who face mobility
issues becomes easier than ever before, raising both patient’s and caregiver’s quality of
life to new standards.
Patients needing a caregiver - paraplegics with weaker upper limb function, who cannot
transfer to a chair from a bed; MS patients; patients with advanced Parkinson’s disease
and those suffering other nervous system disorders with muscle atrophy will benefit from
the Body UP Evolution.
Body UP Evolution is ideal where the patient and
spouse, who is the caregiverr, are both older and
the spouse does not have the physical strength
to lift and transfer their partner.

Lifting/lowering is accomplished by
cranking the handles of the direct
drive mechanism.

Easily lift/lower the patient from a bed, chair, or
car seat by cranking the handles. Standard caster
diameter is 4”. When under bed heights are limited; 3” caster models are available. Comes with a
white, waterproof polyester transfer sling that can
be washed by hand.

Use over a toilet or shower
when using the optional
commode seat.

78200......Body Up, 4” Cstr...Regular..220 lbs (100 kg)
78203......Body Up, 4” Cstr...Heavy.....308 lbs (140 kg
78211......Body Up, 3” Cstr...Regular..220 lbs (100 kg)
78214......Body Up, 3” Cstr...Heavy.....308 lbs (140 kg)
78233......Stabilization Straps...Optional.....Pair

Stabilization Straps (optional) secure
the sling to the patient until they are
manuevered in position to be lifted.

Comfort Cushions are made with a polyurethane
gel layer and a layer of expanded foam to reduce
weight bearing. External cover is made of a
polyammide material treated with polyurethane,
water-proof, transpirant to steam, elastic and hypoallergenic. The bottom is an antislip material.
Cover is machine washable up to 104 degrees (40c).
78215......Comfort Cushion.......220 lb
78218......Comfort Cushion.......308 lb
78221......Bath/toilet Cushion...220 lb
78224......Bath/Toilet Cushion..308 lb
78230......White Polyester Transfer Sling

Base width can be adjusted
for added stability.

Caster Dia

Detachable base and back support for transporting
in your car.
© 2003-2015 Kinsman Enterprises, Inc.

Backrest release knob allows the backrest to swing open for placement or be
removed to disassemble the unit for
transporting.

78200...... 4”
78203...... 4”
78211...... 3”
78214...... 3”

dia
dia
dia
dia

Length Seat Width Overall Width

34.7”
34.7”
34.7”
34.7”

15” 18.5” 15” 18.5” -

19.6”
22.5”
19.6”
22.5”

24” - 28.7”
27” - 31.7”
24” - 28.7”
27” - 31.7”

Flr-Arm

Flr-Frame

40”
40”
39”
39”

7.25”
7.25”
6.25”
6.25”

All purpose Lift and Transport Chair

Stainless steel construction.
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Easi-Care Gait Belt™
Easi-Care CAM Lock Gait Belt

The Easi-Care Gait Belt is made of a vinyl coated webbing that
can be easily cleaned. The metal buckle is rf welded and sealed
to the webbing to minimize contamination. The tip end has also
been sealed to further reduce the chance of exposure. Since this
belt has not been sewn, there’s no chance for the thread to become
soiled and contaminated. Size is 2” x 60” x 0.085” Maximum
weight capacity is 600 lbs.

Our Easi-Care CAM Lock Gait Belt is made of a vinyl coated
webbing that can be easily cleaned. The CAM Lock buckle is
rf welded and sealed to the webbing to minimize contamination.
The tip end has also been sealed to further reduce the chance of
exposure. Since this belt has not been sewn, there’s no chance for
the thread to become soiled and contaminated. Size is 2” wide.
Maximum weight capacity is 400 lbs.

80805......Easi-Care Gait Belt.......54”
80806......Easi-Care Gait Belt.......60”
80807......Easi-Care Gait Belt.......72”

80813......Easi-Care CAM Lock.......54”
80815......Easi-Care CAM Lock.......60”
80817......Easi-Care CAM Lock.......72”

Department Labeled Gait Belts
To assist facilities in maintaining control of their belt inventory, we now offer a limited selection of department labeled gait belts. Gait Belts are made
of heavy duty, 2” (5,1 cm) wide cotton webbing to provide a secure hand hold for therapists and caregivers while working with their patients. It can
also be used to identify when a patient may have wandered from a restricted area. Steel, nickle chrome plated buckle. Metric conversion: (54” =
137,1 cm) and (60” = 152,4 cm). These belts are natural colored and have a navy blue silk screen for department names. Other buckle and color styles
as well as various department listings can be ordered from our Private Label Gait Belts listed above.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

PHYSICAL THERAPY

REHAB DEPT

NURSING DEPT

80724... OT... #8 Natural.....54”
80725... OT... #8 Natural.....60”
80726... OT... #8 Natural.....72”

80734... PT.... #8 Natural.....54”
80735... PT.... #8 Natural.....60”
80736... PT.... #8 Natural.....72”

80744... REHAB . . #8 Natural.....54”
80745... REHAB.... #8 Natural.....60”
80746... REHAB.... #8 Natural.....72”

80754... NURSING ...#8 Natural.... 54”
80755... NURSING.....#8 Natural.... 60”
80756... NURSING.....#8 Natural.... 72”

Easi-Care Gait Belts™
80833...Easi-Care..Metal...OT.......60”

© 2003- 2015 Kinsman Enterprises, Inc.

80843...Easi-Care..Metal...PT.......60”
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80853...Easi-Care..Metal...REHAB......60”

R Denotes products that are in retail packaging

#8 Natural
#9 Royal Blue Poly

#1 Stripe

Patriot©

#5 Blue
#4 Rainbow
#2 Pastel

#3 Pastel

Patriot© Gait Belt
The color patterns of the Red, White and Blue, 2” heavy duty
cotton webbing that comprises our Patriot Gait Belt, has been
exclusively manufactured for Kinsman Enterprises which
claims a © copyright for this color scheme design for Gait Belts.

Color Coded GAIT BELTS w/ Metal Buckle

Gait Belts are made of heavy duty, 2” (5,1 cm) wide cotton or polypropylene (#9 Royal Blue) webbing to provide a secure hand hold for therapists
and caregivers while working with their patients. Color coding by department or floor helps to control cost and expense of replacing missing belts.
It can also be used to identify when a patient may have wandered from a restricted area. Available in 6 colors and 8 sizes. Steel, nickle chrome
plated buckle. Metric conversion: (32” = 81,5 cm) - (36” = 91,5 cm) - (40” = 101,5 cm) - (44” = 110,2 cm) - (48” = 121,9 cm) - (54” = 137,1 cm) - (60”
= 152,4 cm) and (72” = 182,9 cm).
80301........Patriot.. Gait Belt........32”
80302........Patriot.. Gait Belt........36”
80303........Patriot.. Gait Belt........40”
80304........Patriot.. Gait Belt........44”

80321........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........32”
80322........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........36”
80323........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........40”
80324........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........44”

80341........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 32”
80342........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 36”
80343........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 40”
80344........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 44”

80305........Patriot.. Gait Belt........48”
80306........Patriot.. Gait Belt........54”
80307........Patriot.. Gait Belt........60”
80308........Patriot.. Gait Belt........72”

80325........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........48”
80326........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........54”
80327........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........60”
80328........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........72”

80345........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 48”
80346........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 54”
80347........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 60”
80348........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 72”

80311.........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........32”
80312........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........36”
80313........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........40”
80314........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........44”

80331........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........32”
80332........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........36”
80333........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........40”
80334........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........44”

80351........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 32”
80352........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 36”
80353........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 40”
80354........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 44”

80315........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........48”
80316........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........54”
80317........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........60”
80318........Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........72”

80335........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........48”
80336........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........54”
80337........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........60”
80338........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........72”

80355........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 48”
80356........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 54”
80357........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 60”
80358........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 72”

80365........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....48”
80366........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....54”
80367........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....60”
80368........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....72”

80375........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... 48”
80376........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... 54”
80377........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... 60”
80378........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... 72”

SQR Gait Belt
Our new SAFETY QUICK RELEASE Gait Belts feature a cover plate that prevents the accidental opening of the buckle. Gait Belts are made of heavy
duty, 2” (5,1 cm) wide cotton webbing to provide a secure hand hold for therapists and caregivers while working with their patients. The SQR buckle
is made of Acetal plastic.
80512........SQR Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........36”
80513........SQR Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........40”

80542........SQR Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 36”
80543........SQR Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 40”

80515........SQR Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........48”
80516........SQR Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........54”
80517........SQR Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........60”
80518........SQR Gait Belt....... #1 Stripe........72”

80545........SQR Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 48”
80546........SQR Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 54”
80547........SQR Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 60”
80548........SQR Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... 72”
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80555........SQR Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 48”
80556........SQR Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 54”
80557........SQR Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 60”
80558........SQR Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... 72”
80565........SQR Gait Belt...#8 Natural.........48”
80566........SQR Gait Belt...#8 Natural.........54”
80567........SQR Gait Belt...#8 Natural.........60”
80568........SQR Gait Belt...#8 Natural.........75”

#8 Natural

#9 Royal Blue Poly
#1 Stripe

Patriot©

#5 Blue
#4 Rainbow
#2 Pastel

#3 Pastel

Gait Belts w/ Plastic

Quick Release Buckle
80401........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 32”
80402........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 36”
80403........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 40”
80404........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 44”

80421........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 32”
80422........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 36”
80423........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 40”
80424........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 44”

80441........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........32”
80442........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........36”
80443........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........40”
80444........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........44”

80405........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 48”
80406........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 54”
80407........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 60”
80408........Gait Belt...Patriot.......QR....... 72”

80425........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 48”
80426........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 54”
80427........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 60”
80428........Gait Belt....... #2 Pastel........QR....... 72”

80445........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........48”
80446........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........54”
80447........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........60”
80448........Gait Belt....... #4 Rainbow....... QR........72”

80411.........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 32”
80412........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 36”
80413........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 40”
80414........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 44”

80431........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 32”
80432........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 36”
80433........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 40”
80434........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 44”

80451........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........32”
80452........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........36”
80453........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........40”
80454........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........44”

80415........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 48”
80416........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 54”
80417........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 60”
80418........Gait Belt...#1 Stripe...QR....... 72”

80435........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 48”
80436........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 54”
80437........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 60”
80438........Gait Belt....... #3 Pastel........QR....... 72”

80455........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........48”
80456........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........54”
80457........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........60”
80458........Gait Belt....... #5 Blue..... QR........72”

80465........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....QR....... 48”
80466........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....QR....... 54”
80467........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....QR....... 60”
80468........Gait Belt....... #8 Natural.....QR....... 72”

Embroidered

The #9 Royal Blue Gait Belt is made
of polypropylene and is often referred
to as nylon. Width is 2”.

80656........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... QR........54”
80657........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... QR........60”
80658........Gait Belt....... #9 Royal Blue... QR........72”

Silk Screened
PRIVATE LABEL ORDERS ARE NON-RETURNABLE

Logo must be submitted in Adobe Illustrator!
80700......Silk Screen Printing ONLY..... 50 - 99 pcs
80701......Silk Screen Printing ONLY.....100 - 249 pcs
80702......Silk Screen Printing ONLY.....250 - 499 pcs
80703......Silk Screen Printing ONLY............. 500+ pcs

PRIVATE LABEL Gait Belts
Private Labeling is now available for our Gait belts.

80704......Second Color ONLY......... 50 - 249 pcs
80705......Second Color ONLY......... 250 - 500+ pcs

Silk Screening for single or dual color names / logos. Embroidery for multi-colored or intricate logos. The maximum size of
an Emroidered logo is 1 3/4” x 6” and a Silk Screened Logo is 1
1/2” x 20”.

80716......Embroidering ONLY. ......50 pc min.

Gait Belts must be purchased separately.

Minimum Order Requirement of 50 pieces for Private Labeling.
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12” - 19 ”
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EVA Support Walkers™

”

51

1/4

35

1/2

Sometimes referred to as a “Cardiac Walker”. The Eva® Walker supports
the patient’s weight when exercising. Good for Post-op patients when early
walking exercise is indicated. Easily adjustable to suit different patient
heights. The padded, molded arm pads have a sculpted forearm cutout to
keep the arms from sliding off the pads. The arm pads can be removed and
are easily cleaned; making it ideal for institutions with a variety of users.
Handgrips are a more comfortable round shape and are forward facing,
providing a better and more ergonomic grip. Welded steel frame with baked
epoxy enamel finish. Non-marring casters with step on wheel locks on the
rear casters. Length of adjustable padded armrest is 17 1/2”, and 6 1/2” wide.
Width between the armrests can be adjusted from 12”- 19” wide. Step-on
locking brakes on two casters.

”

28 ”

23 1/4 ”

”

28

83537
Basket w/Bracket

19 ”

26

3/4 ”

Small Pneumatic model features: Height adjusts from 26

1/2” - 38”
(67.5cm - 96.5cm). Width between armrests adjusts from 11” - 19” (28cm 48.2cm). Overall width is 26 1/2” (67.4cm). Overall length is 31” (78.8cm).
Step-on brakes on two casters. Caster diameter is 3” (7.6cm).

7.5 ”

12 ” - 19”

Directional Casters align the rear casters to track in a straight line to assist the user in controlling the direction of the EVA Walker. Step ON for
directional tracking / Step OFF unlocks the directional tracking. NOTE:
Caster locks are only on the front casters on models with Directional Casters.
HOME style is for narrow hallways and doors found in the average home.

”

51

1/4

35

1/2

”

HOSPITAL style provides a wider entrance for wheelchair use needed by
most medical institutions.

14”

31 1/2 ”
83615
IV Pole &
Bracket

14 ”

30 ”

27 1/4 ”

19 ”

26

Adult Pneumatic adjusts from 35 1/2” - 51” (89/129cm) which should accommodate someone up to 6’5” tall. The easy to release lever mechanism
is conveniently located under the front armrest support frame. This unit
is ideal when being used with a wide range of patients with it’s easy height
adjustment. Includes Standard Handgrips. Weight capacity - 333 lbs.

3/4 ”

83502........EVA Pneumatic.... Adult...HOSPITAL
83507........EVA Pneumatic w/Directional Casters...HOSPITAL
83510.........EVA Pneumatic w/Hand Brakes... HOSPITAL
83531........EVA Pneumatic.... Adult...HOME
83534........EVA Pneumatic w/Directional Casters...HOME
83509........EVA Pneumatic w/Hand Brakes........HOME
83540........EVA Pneumatic.........SMALL
83615.........IV Pole w/mounting bracket
83617.........Portable E & D Oxygen Tank Holder
83537........Basket w/Bracket for EVA Walker

HOSPITAL

EVA ELECTRIC adjusts from 36 1/2” - 50”, is battery operated and

will assist the user to a standing position. It has a lifting capacity of (100
kg) 220 lbs. The Pendant Control works independently of the handgrips
and is included. Also includes 2 - 12v 2.9 rechargable batteries for 24V 2.7
Ah hookup. Will operate at 6 minutes per hour continuous use. Min. 50
times up/down between charges. Recommended charging rate is once per
week at 12 hours. Batteries and a 100-240v Charger which is CUS, CSA
and TO,8A compliant, are included. Maximum weight capacity 333 lbs.

Hand Brakes can be locked in position by pushing the brake lever FORWARD.

Push Button Up/Down Handgrips must be purchased separately.
83617
Oxygen Tank
Holder

83513........EVA Elec...... HOSPITAL
83516.........EVA Elec...... w/Hand Brakes......... HOSPITAL
83519........EVA Elec w/Directional Casters...HOSPITAL
83562........EVA Elect ...HOME
83563........EVA Elect w/Direct Casters......HOME
83570........EVA Elect w/Hand Brakes........HOME
83593........Push Button Handgrips with Up/Down Controls
83655........Arm Pads...Replacement....... pair

83655 Arm Pads

Hand Brakes
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90°

Walker Saddle Bag

45°

R

The dual pockets of our Walker Saddlebag will easily attach to the frame
of the walker by means of hook and loop closures. The four 4”x 5”
internal pockets keeps your phone or remote control within easy reach.
Hook and loop closure prevents the main pouch from bellowing. Denim
fabric is machine washable. Width is 15” x 10 1/2” high on each side.

22.5°

81086......Walker Saddle Bag - Denim

Walker Bag w/Buckles

R

The Walker Bag is easily attached to the uprights above the front
cross-brace. An additional flap can be secured over the top of the front
crossbrace or used to cover the large pocket for added security. Main
pocket is 13” x 10 1/2” and has a hook and loop closure to prevent the
pocket from bellowing. The 2 smaller front pockets are 6” x 6 1/2” each.
Made from polyesther and has a water-resistant coating.
81088......Walker Bag w/Buckles

smartCRUTCH™

R

The smartCRUTCH offers an adjustable, large padded forearm surface
area which can be angled for user comfort and weight bearing distribution. The molded handgrip has a vinyl grip. The forearm support can
be adjusted from 22.5° to 90 °. The length is adjustable from 34”- 44.5”
which is measured from the crutch tip to the center axis of the cuff.
The width of the cuff is 4”. Cuff length is adjustable from 11” - 12.5”.
Crutches are marked for L/R hand use. Articulated tip. Weight capacity
is 260 lbs. Sold in pairs.

Cane Buddy
The Cane Buddy allows
your cane to be held in place by means of a suction cup onto a smooth
surface such as a tabe top, counter, etc. It easily mounts to the cane

84145.........smartCRUTCH.... Blue
84156........smartCRUTCH.... Black

83853........Cane Buddy...Pkg/1
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Millennial Crutch

R

Millennial Crutch -In Motion Pro features a large, stable underarm cradle
for security and strength. Spring Assisted Shock Absorber absorbs
negative impact energy and returns the energy positively, assisting
the forward motion. Ergonomic Handle. Folds flat for traveling. RED,
BLUE & GRAY colors are now available. Includes articulated crutch
tips. Sold in Pairs. SHORT 42”-50”, TALL 50” - 62”, Ex-TALL 54”-66”.
User capacity is 500 lbs.
New HCPC code: E0117
84047........In-Motion Pro...... Gray.....Short.........4’7” - 5’6”
84058........In-Motion Pro...... Gray.....Tall............5’7” - 6’10”
84072........In-Motion Pro...... Gray.....ExTall.......5’11” - 7’2”
84074........In-Motion Pro...... Red.......Short.........4’7” - 5’6”
84075........In-Motion Pro...... Red.......Tall............5’7” - 6’10”

Ergonomic handgrip

84077........In-Motion Pro...... Blue......Short.........4’7” - 5’6”
84078........In-Motion Pro...... Blue......Tall............5’7” - 6’10”

Advantage - Millennial Crutch
Shock Absorber Spring

Millennial Crutch -Advantage is similar to the In-Motion Pro, but is
designed for those who don’t want the Spring Assisted Shock Absorbers. Standard crutch tips. Sold in Pairs
84090........Advantage.........Gray..... Short....4’7” - 5’6”
84091........Advantage.........Gray..... Tall.......5’7” - 6’10”

Articulating Tips

Millenial Forearm Crutch R
Unique cuff with a V design for easy entrance and firm hold for hands free use.
Molded as one piece to eliminate rivets and
external hinges. Light weight and durable.
Anatomical and Ergonomical Handle which
keeps wrist and hands in a natural position.
Proper downward angle allows proper blood
flow and nerve conduction. Reduces carpal
tunnel syndrome and wrist tendonitis. It’s
Spring Assist/Shock Absorption foot absorbs
the impact and reduces stress to the joints
and mucles. Weight capacity is 400 lbs per
crutch. Sold in pairs. See our website for
measurement guide. SHORT: 28”-37.25”;
TALL - 36.5” - 51”. HPC E0110.

Sky Med Lifting Handle
Sky Med Lifting Handle is an accessory for standard canes that acts as
an aid for those who may have difficultly rising from a seated position..
Easily installed or removed, the handle is suitable for use with most
standard 7/8-inch diameter canes. No tools are needed for installation,
of the height adjustable handle The handle allows a person to use their
own weight against the cane to rise with less effort and increased stability, lessening the chance of falls and injury and increasing confidence.
Maximum weight capacity is 250 lbs.

84050........Forearm Crutch... Short....Red
84051........Forearm Crutch... Tall.......Red
84054........Forearm Crutch... Short....Blue
84055........Forearm Crutch... Tall.......Blue
84056........Forearm Crutch... Short....Gray
84057........Forearm Crutch... Tall.......Gray

84030......Sky Med Lifting Handle
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Extended Door Opener

Walker Rest Seat

The Door Opener can be used by those in a wheelchair to open most
doors without the need of assistance, or the necessity of having to
back up as they are opening a door. This is especially important with
maneuvering in a small hallway. Lightweight, aluminum channel
only weighs 6.8 oz and can be used to unlock a dead bolt or door
knob locks. The coated hook is non-skid and easily grips a round
door knob, allowing you to turn it and pull open. Length is 23” long.

The Walker Rest Seat provides a comfortable, fold-down padded seat
when you become tired and need to rest. Two inch foam padded vinyl
cover can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth. Plywood base with wood
frame supports. Two hook and loop fastener straps secure the seat to the
uprights or horizontal rails. Size is: 8” x 24” x 2 3/4”. Manufactured
and sold under U.S. Patent # D457,111.

81213......Extended Door Opener

81095........Walker Rest Seat

TO TE Oxygen Tank Carrier™
2
Oxygen Cylinder Holder offers increased mobility and freedom for
individuals who are required to use oxygen and a wheeled walker. Secures to the walker with 2 hook and loop fasteners and a safety buckle
strap at the top, and a centering strap near the bottom of the walker.
Convenient pocket for the wrench. Manufactured and sold under US
Patent # 6,672,321.

Awesome Grip™
The first removable, changeable and washable wheelchair grip ring cover.
Awesome Grips address the special needs of those who maneuver their
own wheel chairs. It provides improved functionality and personlized
fashiion. It also provides a larger grip ring surface. Soft, yet firm. Will
not slip on the ring. The fabric covers are reversible and washable in
cold water and line dried.

80221........E . ........ Cylinder for Wheeled Walker
80224........D........... Cylinder for Wheeled Walker
80226........M6 . ..... Cylinder for Wheeled Walker

81101.........Patriot
81102.........Dark Blue, Faux Suede
81108.........Smiley Faces
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R

Accuglide uses the simple concept of surface friction reduction to allow a ONE-SIDED significantly
weak or paralyzed leg to effortlessly GLIDE SAFELY and EASILY across any surface with the body
while maintaining controlled traction. Accuglide helps to eliminate “twisting stress” that can cause
injury to your patient’s vulnerable joints and soft tissue of the hip, leg, knee and ankle when the foot
catches on the floor during mobility. With Accuglide, safety and ease of mobility can be easily accomplished. This helps to protect your back and reduce your workload while also helping to instantly
enhance patient mobility and reduce injury to the affected limb. This makes a great tool for rehab
settings and nursing practitioners who handle these patients on a daily basis. Ideal for Transfers,
Ambulation Training, Wheelchair Mobility, Arm Skate, Mat/Bed Exercise. One size fits all. Nylon
outer shell/Neoprene foam liner/ Velcro closure.
80243........AccuGlide

Universal Cup Holder

Smoker’s Bib

R

R

This smoker’s bib is made of a soft cloth that is fire-retardent. The cloth is
inherently flame resistant ensuring a high level of protection against fire
risks. It does not melt or form molten droplets. It is colour fast and machine
washable. Size 24” x 36” (61cm x 91cm). Denim Blue Kermel material
(used for military suits when fire resistance is required) with white trim.

Universal cup holder will fit on most armrests. Includes 2 rubber pads
and 2 velcro straps that will secure it onto the arm or rail. Tapered
design of the cupholder will accommodate most cups , even those
with handles. Cup is not included.

81125

16065
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Amputee Cushions
Padded cushion is specially designed for the left, right or bilateral amputee.
Black leatherette zippered cover. Leg extensions are approximately 1/2
of the seat width x 9” long. Overall length with Leg Extension is 25”.
Overall thickness is 1 1/2”” for the Narrow Adult, Adult, and X-Wide
models and have a 5/8” plywood base. The XX-Wide (22” and larger)
have an overall thickness of 2 1/2” and have a 3/4” plywood base. Meets
CA-117 code.
81030........Adult.... 18w x 16d................... Left Extension
81031........Adult.... 18w x 16d................... Right Extension
81032........Adult.... 18w x 25d................... Bilateral Extension

Oxygen Tank Holder

81033........Narrow Adult, 16w x 16d....... Left Extension
81034........Narrow Adult, 16w x 16d....... Right Extension
81035........Narrow Adult, 16w x 25d....... Bilateral Extension

R

PVC coated, heavy duty nylon is strong, waterproof and lightweight. Top
and bottom straps are equipped with quick-release buckles and are fully
adjustable to accommodate most wheelchairs. Top straps can be attached
to the Push-handles or uprights while the bottom straps attach to the tipping
levers. Extra long straps allow the holder to be positioned off-center to
avoid contact with the patient’s head or back. Holds “D & E” or other 4”
diameter tanks. Navy Blue.

81037........X-Wide, ...20w x 16d.............. Left Extension
81038........X-Wide, ...20w x 16d.............. Right Extension
81039........X-Wide, ...20w x 25d.............. Bilateral Extension
81041........XX-Wide...... 22w x 16d.......... Left Extension
81042........XX-Wide...... 22w x 16d.......... Right Extension
81043........XX-Wide...... 22w x 25d.......... Bilateral Extension

80210

Combines the natural healing powers of massage and cold therapy to reduce swelling and skin irritation by constricting blood vessels and improving
microcirculation. The spa-quality roller, with its durable surgical grade stainless steel wheel is available in two sizes allowing you to customize your
experience.
The small Cool-It roller makes it easy to maneuver around the contours of the face. Use it to diminish under eye puffiness and alleviate minor skin
irritation. Its size is also ideal for treating pain from tennis elbow or carpal tunnel syndrome. Stays cold for approximately 20 minutes.
Use the large Cool-It roller for treating pain and inflammation associated with sports injuries, shin splints, arthritis, and chronic back aches. Stays cold
for approximately 60 minutes.
81112.........Cool-It Roller....Small... White....6.5” Long x 2.5” wide x 1” roller diameter
81113.........Cool-It Roller....Large... Grey..... 7” Long x 3.75” wide x 2” roller diameter
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Sofa Arm
Gas Cap Tool

The Sofa Arm is perfect when you
need an extra ‘arm rest’ to help you
up or down from the sofa. It slides
between the cushions and stays put
with rubber grips. Can also be used
on the floor or bed to elevate your
legs. Washable with mild cleaner.
Overall size is 16” x 14.5” x 14.5”.
Maximum weight capacity - 350 lbs.
Patent Pending.

R

People with arthritis or hand injury will find this product ideal to
open or re-tighten gas caps on most makes of vehicles. The tool
fits over the raised plate on the gas cap and it’s 3 turning slots will
allow use at most angles. Gas Cap Tool includes two additional
head attachments to insure you get the right tool for your vehicle.
Keep the attachments in a safe place so when you replace your current vehicle; you will have a Gas Cap Tool that will fit that one, too.

60421......Sofa Arm

21150.......Gas Cap Tool

Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle
™

Disabled Parking ID Holder/Protector

R

The Disabled Parking ID Holder/Protector has a plastic sleeve that your
paper ID Tag fits into to protect it from damage. The vertical MirorTag
uses a heavy plastic hangar to hook onto your mirror to hold the holder/
protector. The ID Protector attaches to the plastic hangar by means of
magnets. Can be easily removed for driving. The VisorTag models
attach to the car visor by a metal wire frame. Pull down when you are
parked; lift up and out of the way when you are driving.

The Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle provides a flexible extension handle
to allow the user to grasp the seat belt while decreasing shoulder and
reach extension. The handle length is approximately 5 1/2” long. Overall
length is 9 1/4”. Glo-in-the-Dark material offers high visiblity at night.
NO Latex or natural rubber. Custom colors and imprinting are available
in minimal quantities for advertising purposes.
21100.........Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle......... Glo in the Dark
21104.........Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle......... Opaque

21113.........MirorTag
21116.........VisorTag....... Horizontal
21119.........VisorTag....... Vertical
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65181 & 65184

Adjustable Weight System

Mobility Arm™
The Mobility Arm™ is designed to counter-balance the weight of the user’s arm. The arm length tube may be adjusted
to provide reach assistance. Weight can be adjusted in or out as required. The cross bar features numerous adjustment
positions to provide arm support at the exact point required by the user. Arm loop straps feature Velcro® fasteners and
can be quickly adjusted for various arm lengths. Internal and external shoulder rotation can be restricted by positioning
the steel pins (supplied) in the red bearing housing. The Mobility Arm™ may be used for the left or right arm. Standard
wheelchair bracket will accommodate the use of two (2) Mobility Arms at the same time.

65182 & 65183

65170........Mobility Arm w/Adj Weight System & Std W/C Bracket
65173........Mobility Arm w/Standard W/C Bracket
Std Wt
65177........Mobility Arm - No Bracket... Std Wt
65181........Bracket for Electric Wheelchair with Headrest
65182........Bracket for Wheelchair with slanted push handles
65183........Adjustable Incliner, Short, for above bracket
65184........Adjustable Incliner, Long, for above bracket

AFO Assist

The AFO Assist is a one of a kind, innovative dressing aid that has revolutionized the donning process of an ankle foot orthosis (AFO) and a shoe. It
holds the AFO in position for easy foot to AFO donning, and also, holds the shoe in place while inserting the AFO foot into the shoe. The AFO Assist
is adjustable and can be used in a long sitting position, a 45 or 90 degree angle. The Toe Tunnel holds the shoe in place to prevent rotation of the shoe
as the foot is being inserted into the shoe. For added stability in the shoe platform, insert the plastic shims along each side of the shoe platform. Foot
Funnel and 2 plastic shims are included. Patent # 8,474,666.
32104........AFO Assist - Blue
32107........AFO Assist - Burgundy
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Swedish Helparm™
Sometimes referred to as the “Swedish Sling”, the Swedish Helparm™ counter-balance arm sling supports the arm and provides functional assistance and muscle re-education for patients with impairment or paresis of shoulder muscles, cervical spine injuries, shoulder nerve injuries,
hemiplegia, multiple sclerosis and certain forms of rheumatoid arthritis. Arm supports can be used independently. The Swedish Helparm™
can be used as a “passive support” for typing or using a computer. It can also be used as an assistive support for training in ADL activities, eating skills, grooming, etc. Adjustable weights provides multiple incremental changes for correct assistance as well as resistance to the deltoids,
making the patient utilize what strength they have in these muscles. Provides proximal support to the shoulder for exercising and assists in
functional reaching activities. The sling support cross bar can be adjusted to provide more distal support to the hand. The arm support frame
can be lowered for use with the small or pediatric patients. The Swedish Helparm can be used with the patient in a supine position, or with a
patient in a wheelchair. Adjustable arms allow for internal and external shoulder rotation. Amount of arm “swing” can be restricted for elbow
flexion and extension. Smooth gliding cord track lets patient move arms with ease. Additional weights are conveniently stored on metal rods at
the back of the base which has lockable wheels. Includes slings for wrist and elbows, 20 - 1.8 oz (50 gram) weights, 8 - 1 lb. (500 gram) weights,
plastic storage case for accessories, wrench for assembly and adjustment, and Instructional CD. The assembled measurements are: 32” W x
30”D x 72” H. Shipping dimensions: 20” W x 7” D x 69”. Weighs 69 lbs.
65110............. Swedish Helparm™
65111............. Extra Slings (8 pr)
65121............ Repl. Nylon Cord
65122............ Repl. Plastic Adjustment Tab
65131............ Instructional CD, 14 min., DVD/VCD
(can be viewed on our website: www.ADLrehab.com)

Euro-Sling™
The Euro-Sling counter-balance arm sling supports the arm and will provide
functional assistance during muscle re-education for patients with impairment
or paresis of the shoulder muscles, cervical spine injuries, shoulder nerve
injuries, hemiplegia, multiple sclerosis and certain forms of rheumatoid arthritis. Arms can be supported and exercised individually. It can be used as
a passive support for training in ADL activities, eating skills, grooming, etc.
It can also be used as a resistive exercise device.The sling support cross bar
can be adjusted to provide more distal support to the hand to assist in reach
extension, or proximal to the shoulder to assist with shoulder lift.
Arm swing distance may be restricted to control elbow flexion and extension.
The distance for internal and external shoulder flexion and extension may also
be restricted as needed. Adjustable weights provide multiple incrementation
for correct assistance as well as resistance to the deltoids, making the patient
utilize what strength they have in these muscles. Provides proximal support
to the shoulder for exercising and assists in functional reaching activities.
Telescoping shoulder width adjustment and telescoping arm length adjustment for proper body alignment. Dual horizontal pulley wheels provide
smooth transitioning during internal and external movements. Base width
is 80 cm (31.5”).
65625........Euro-Sling
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Hand Pump with Safety Valve
Use to inflate Urias® Air Splints as well as other brands of air splints
that have a 1/4” ID inflation tube. The safety relief valve is preset at
35mmHg to assist in preventing circulation restriction or over-inflating
and damaging the splint. Contains Latex.
60225........Hand Pump for Urias (1/4” id)

CVA Exercise Pulley

R

Over-door exercise system for rebuilding muscles and increase ROM
in the upper extremities. Weights can be added to one end to counter
balance the limb. Metal frame hooks over the door.
60285

58000

Adapter for Hand Pump - allows the Hand Pump for
Jobst Air Band to be used with Urias Splints.
60285........Adapter for Urias (1/4” id)

Point-Relief™ Massagers

R

Massage small muscle areas with the three rubber head attachments that
are included. The plastic cap acts as another massage head attachment
for larger muscle areas. Uses 1 “C” battery which is included. Small
enough to fit in purse or pocket. Point-Relief with Heat includes an
additional “heat tip” attachment for heat massage.

Overdoor Traction

R

An economical means of providing overdoor cervical traction.
Includes lightweight, machine washable head halter (one size fits
all), metal over-door bracket, pulley assembly, 12” spreader bar, “S”
hook and traction cord, and 20# vinyl water weight bag.

66405........Point-Relief Massager.............................. includes 4 Tips shown
66408........Point-Relief Massager with H E A T ..... includes 5 Tips shown

64681
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Bubble Inclinometer

Finger Goniometer
Measures range of motion in metacarpophangeal and interphlangeal
and other small joints. Measurements are in inches and centimeters.
The head has two opposing 180 degree scales marked in 5 degree
increments. A linear scale is on the arm.

Inclinometer standards are codified in the AMA Guide to the Evaluation
of Permanent Impairment, third edition. Place inclinometer near joint to
be measured; turn dial until scale reads 0; take joint through its range;
read range traveled directly from dial. Numerous neck and back measurements require the simulataneous use of 2 inclinometers.

66210........Finger Gonioneter

66317........Bubble Inclinometer

6

33

66

66338

66325
66328

663

42

180˚

360˚ Rulongmeter

HiRes™ Pocket Goniometers

HiRes™ Goniometers

A white background behind the graduations, numbers and text assures
high contrast for added readability and resolution. A 5” linear scale calibrated in inches and centimeters. Scale reads in 1” increments. Length
is 6 3/4”.

Clear transparent plastic permits measurements of joint axis and motion observation. A white background behind the graduations, numbers and text assures high contrast for added readability and resolution. International standard of measuring and recording systems of
three scale rows. Meausre 0-90°, 0-180° and 0-360° in 1” increments.

66325........HiRes Goniometer.....180° Pocket................6 3/4”
66328........HiRes Goniometer.....360° Rulongmeter......7 1/4”

66336........HiRes Goniometer.....360° ISOM (STFR)....... 6”
66338........HiRes Goniometer.....360° ISOM (STFR)....... 8”
66342........HiRes Goniometer.....360° ISOM (STFR)... 12”

vertical level
horizontal level

Absolute+Axis™ HiRes Goniometers
Remove the guesswork in aligning the arms for horizontal or vertical
positioning. Sight levels for Vertical and Horizontal are incorporated
into the arm of the AA HiRes Goniometer. Clear transparent plastic
permits measurements of joint axis and motion observation. A white
background behind the graduations, numbers and text assures high
contrast for added readability and resolution. International standard
of measuring and recording systems of three scale rows. Meausre
0-90°, 0-180° and 0-360° in 1” increments. Patent Pending.

Remove the guesswork in aligning the arms for horizontal or vertical
positioning. Sight level attachment slips onto a standard 12” Goniometer. Patent Pending.

66350........Absolute+Axis HiRes Goniometer.360° ISOM (STFR)... 12”

66355........Absolute+Axis Adapter

Absolute+Axis™ Adapter for 12” Goniometers
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Via Exerciser

Gripmaster Exerciser

Via Exerciser is our entry level grip. It’s ideal for improving dexterity,
hand health, and strength. Available in two popular tensions, VIA is
used by women, older children and seniors to condition and maintain
overall hand health.

Gripmaster is the #1 hand exerciser in the world. Use for hand rehabilitation or strength training for atheletes and musicians. The patented
individual finger exerciser system isolates and challenges each finger
individually. Improves hand, wrist and forearm strength.

57540......Via Exerciser...Set/5
57541......Yellow.....X-Light.......1.0 LBS / 0.5 KGS - 4.0 LBS / 1.8 KGS
57542......Red..........Light...........2.5 LBS / 1.2 KGS - 10.0 LBS / 4.5 KGS
57543......Green......Medium......4.0 LBS / 1.8 KGS - 16.0 LBS / 7.3 KGS
57544......BLue.......Heavy..........5.5 LBS / 2.5 KGS - 22.0 LBS / 10.0 KGS
57545......Black.......X-Heavy.....7.0 LBS / 3.2 KGS - 28.0 LBS / 12.7 KGS
57546......Via Exerciser....Set/5 w/Display case
57570......Display Case Only

57550......Gripmaster....Set/5
57551......Yellow.....X-Light.......1.5 LBS / 0.7 KGS - 5.0 LBS / 2.3 KGS
57552......Red..........Light...........3.0 LBS / 1.4 KGS - 10.0 LBS / 4.5 KGS
57553......Green......Medium......5.0 LBS / 2.3 KGS - 16.0 LBS / 7.3 KGS
57554......BLue.......Heavy..........7.0 LBS / 3.2 KGS - 23.0 LBS / 10.4 KGS
57555......Black.......X-Heavy.....9.0 LBS / 4.1 KGS - 31.0 LBS / 14.1 KGS
57556......Gripmaster....Set/5 w/Display case
57570......Display Case Only

ProHands Exerciser
ProHands Exerciser are the No. 1 selling hand exercisers in the world
because only Prohands strengthens each finger individually. If you are
a pro athlete seeking a competitive edge, a weekend athlete motivated
to excel, or a senior wanting to maintain the health of your hands...
there is a Prohands model and tension ideal for you.
57560......ProHands Exerciser....Set/5
57561......Yellow.....X-Light.......3.0 LBS / 1.4 KGS - 12.0 LBS / 5.4 KGS
57562......Red..........Light...........5.0 LBS / 2.3 KGS - 20.0 LBS / 9.1 KGS
57563......Green......Medium......7.0 LBS / 3.2 KGS - 28.0 LBS / 12.7 KGS
57564......BLue.......Heavy..........9.0 LBS / 4.1 KGS - 36.0 LBS / 16.3 KGS
57565......Black.......X-Heavy.....11.0 LBS / 5.0 KGS 44.0 LBS / 20.0 KGS
57566......ProHands...Set/5 w/Display case
57570......Display Case Only

Exercise Metronome R
Our digital Exercise Metronome provides a rythymic cadence that
produces a steady pulse (or beat) that helps you maintain an established
tempo during exercises. The Digital Metronome is capable of playing
beats from 30 to 250 Beats Per Minute (BPM). Provides an auditorial
an/or visual beat for a steady tempo while exercising. Size is 2.25” x
4”. Requires 2 - AAA batteries - included.
66305......Exercise Metronome
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HandWeight™
The HandWeight™ is ideal for providing proprioceptive input to the
hand for individuals who experience diminished sensory feedback. It
can help increase kinesthetic awareness during fine motor or self help
activities, and can also be used for strengthening exercises. The HandWeight™ is also very helpful for individuals who experience tremoring
during fine motor tasks. Unlike many of the other “weights” on the
market, this palm open design allows maximum finger flexibility and
wrist mobility. The weight is reversible and can be worn on the back
of either hand. Made with stretch Lycra and weighted with steel shot.
Size is determined by the outside width measurement of the hand across
the knuckles with fingers closed.

ArmWeight™
The ArmWeight™ is ideal for providing proprioceptive input (weight
/ compression), for individuals who experience diminished sensory
feedback, and can also be used for strengthening exercises. It can help
increase kinesthetic awareness during fine motor or self help activities.
The ArmWeight™ is also helpful for individuals who experience tremoring during fine motor tasks. This unique design distributes the weight
evenly around the full length of the forearm, which allows for maximum
flexibility and mobility. Size is determined by the circumference of
the fullest part of the forearm. The ArmWeight™ is a tubular sleeve;
constructed of durable, latex free stretch cotton Lycra, lead free steel
shot, and is double stitched for added strength.
Size

Forearm
Circumference

57340........X Small......... 5.0” - 6.5”......
57341........Small............. 6.5” - 8.0”......
57342........Medium........ 8.0” - 9.5”......
57343........Large............ 9.5” - 11.5”........
57344........X Large.... 11.5” - 14.0”....

Size

Width

57323........X Small......... 2.25”
57324........Small............. 2.50”
57325........Medium........ 3.00”
57326........Large............ 3.50”
57327........X Large........ 4.00”

Weight

Weight
.25 lb.
.38 lb.
.50 lb.
.50 lb.
.50 lb.

.25 lb.
.50 lb.
1 lb.
1 lb.
1 lb.

LegWeight™
The LegWeight™ is ideal for providing proprioceptive input (weight
/ compression), for individuals
who experience diminished sensory feedback. It can help increase
kinesthetic awareness during gross
motor activities. Designed to allow
for maximum flexibility and mobility of the lower leg, it can also be
used for various gross motor and
strengthening exercises.
The LegWeight™ is a flexible wrap that is constructed of durable, latex
free stretch cotton Lycra, lead free steel shot, and is double stitched for
added strength. It has Velcro closure straps that keep the weight in
place during activities. Size is determined by a length measurement
taken from 2” above the ankle bone to the crease of the knee.

Universal Holder™ LARGE
The Universal Holder™ has 3 set screws that tighten in a triangular
pattern to secure most objects up to a maximum of 1/2” in diameter.
Weighs approximately 7 ounces. Includes allen wrench. Overall
diameter is 1 1/8” (3 cm). Length is 5 1/4” (13,5 cm). The toothbrush
shown is an Oral B and the razor is a Gillette Trac II. Toothbrush and
razor are not included.

Size

Length Weight

57354........Small............. 7”
57355........Medium........ 9”
57356........Large............ 11”

25042
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.50 lb.
1 lb.
1 lb.

40011
40010

SMALL

Pen & Pencil Weights R

40005

LARGE

These colorful Pen & Pencil Weights assist sensory motor planning. It
provides feedback for those with difficulty in vestibular or proprioceptive
processing. O-Rings secure the weights and allow positioning anywhere
on the writing instrument. Weights are approximately 1.5 ounces. Kit
includes: 6 Pencil Weights, 3 Pencil Grips and one dozen #2 Pencils.
40023........Pencil Weights...... Set/3 w/ 6 O-Rings
40026........Pencil Weights...... Set/6 w/ 12 O_Rings
40027........Pencil Weight Kit.6 wts, 3 Grips,12 O-Rings, 12 Pencils

40000

Universal Holder™ R
Universal Holder™ for pen, pencil, crayon, marker, toothbrush, etc.
Will securely hold most round or irregular shaped items by means
of three adjustable set screws. Requires very little pressure when
writing if held in an upright position. The Deluxe models have a
plastic vinyl handle.
The LARGE - Weighted Universal Holder will hold items from 1/8”
to 7/16”. INCLUDES: Allen wrench and three extra long screws.
The SMALL - Universal Holder will hold items up to 5/16”. Includes
an allen wrench and #2 pencil.
40000........Standard..Large........ 3/4” dia............6 1/2...oz
40005........Deluxe.. ......Large.......1 1/8” dia............7 ......oz
40010........Standard...... Small........5/8” dia...........3 3/4 oz.
40011.........Deluxe........... Small........7/8” dia...........4 ......oz.

PencilWeight™
The PencilWeight™ is helpful for individuals who experience decreased
coordination, or need additional proprioceptive input during writing tasks.
It can be used with most writing instruments or coloring tools, and can
be used alone or in conjunction with most of the commercially available
pencil grippers. The PencilWeight™ is constructed of durable Tricot,
and is filled with ¼ pound of (lead free) steel shot. It is 3 ¾” long, and
has a diameter of approximately 7/8” when wrapped around a pencil.
The recommended installation is to lay the weight flat on a table and
roll it up around a pencil, securing it with the Velcro strip. The pencil
weight can be positioned 1/2” above the pencil point and be used as
a “grip”, or it can be positioned 1-2” up from the pencil point and the
user can grip the pencil itself. Both positions are equally effective. Hand
washing and air-drying is recommended. To prevent the PencilWeight™
from slipping on a glossy pencil, just wrap a rubber band around the
pencil prior to rolling on the PencilWeight™.

Squiggle Wiggle Writer™ R
A battery operated vibrating pen that allows the creative writer to
turn straight lines into a series of loops, circles or curves depending on how closely it’s held to the writing surface. Gives the user
sensory input and encourages grasp. Includes four different color
refills. Not recommended for people that are tactile defensive. Uses
a single AA Battey, not included. Sorry, no color choice.

40031........PencilWeight

40050
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50150

EZ Grip® Pen & Grips R
50171

The patented EzGrip® ResQ Gel Pen can immediately neutralize most
any hand difficulty immediately. Arthritis, tendonitis, carpal tunnel
syndrome, cramping, even broken bones are not impacted using the
EzGrip. All normal writing pressures are lessened or disconnected and
do not travel through the wrist and up the arm as usual. The products
use a finger-comfort support ledge. The ledge helps promote both
control and precision.
The pen's design requires no pressure to either hold or use. All that's
needed is the bare minimum touch of the first fingertip - other finger, or
any finger-part the user chooses. The grip allows users to switch fingers
or positions at any time to adapt to their individual style of writing.
There is no incorrect way to hold and use an EzGrip.
The EzGrip® ResQ Gel Pen can actually write under it's very own light
weight - 1 ounce. It's that sensitive. Persons with basic essential tremor
may find use of the finger ledge will steady out any light tremors. Those
with focal dystonia may use the pen that will form-fit between fingers
in comfort without triggering spasms.

Get-A-Grip Pegboards R
A versatile learning aid that is designed to develop and strengthen visual perception skills, visual motor coordination and fine motor skills,
especially the “pincher” grip (thumb and index grip) so crucial to fine
motor development and control.
Get-A-Grip includes a plastic grip-board is 6 1/4” (16cm) square and
includes 12 laminated activity cards graded by level of difficulty, 30
safety pegs in 6 colors, and instructional guide.
Peg Domino includes an 11” (28cm) diameter circular pegboard, 28 safety
pegs, 4 semi-circular holding bins, 1 black plastic bag and instructions.
50150........Get-A-Grip Pegboard
50171........Peg Domino

40053......EZ Grip ResQ Gel Pen
40057......EZ Grips, G3 Pen Grips...Pkg/3

Writing Claw™

TrickYTree™ R
Get a Grip on Balance

The Writing Claw’s tripod grip ensures true finger positioning. Allows anyone with poor fine motor skills to write. Will fit pens, pencils,
crayons, and markers. Fits left or right hand. Latex free, and is non
toxic. Conforms to ASTM D4236. Available in 3 sizes. Small, Medium and Large.

TrickyTree™ is a construction game to help the child get acquainted with
the concept of balance. Use the pegs and joints to build the tree. If the
tree looses its balance, add pegs and joints to stabilize it. It also helps to
improve fine motor control. Contains 1 base, 36 pegs, 10 two-pronged
joints and 5-three pronged joints. For children age 3 and older.

40072........Writing Claw........ Small........ Blue......Pk/4
40075........Writing Claw........ Med.......... Blue......Pk/4
40077........Writing Claw........ Lrg... ......... Blue......Pk/4

50153........Tricky Tree
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HandiThings’ Mazes
Benefits of the various mazes: Provides Proprioceptive Feedback, Facilitates Pincer Grasp, Improves
Finger Manipulation, Develops Finger Strengthening, Promotes Lead-Assist Hand Patterns, Increases
Bilateral Manipulation, Stimulates Visual Tracking,
and Pre-buttoning Activity.

Bumbo Seat™

R

The Bumbo Seat is a revolutionary infant chair that is uniquely designed
according to the baby’s posture. It enables babies to sit upright all by
themselves! Bumbo Baby Seats are suitable for babies from as young
as six weeks (or as soon as they can support their own heads unaided)
to an age of approximately fourteen months. The Bumbo is manufactured to the highest safety standards from low-density foam material,
which makes it lightweight and portable. It is soft and comfortable for
the baby, safe, hygienic and nontoxic. The integral outer skin of the
material is durable and easy to clean. The Bumbo does not require any
uncomfortable straps or fasteners. It is designed so that the baby’s own
body weight keeps baby in place and gives a wonderfully new way to
ensure maximum interaction and enjoyable communication with your
child. Patent # PCT:ZA/1999/00030.
WARNING: RISK OF INJURY: DO NOT USE ON ANY ELEVATED

MarbleMaze™
The MarbleMaze™ is designed to facilitate pincer grasp, finger isolation
and strengthening. Individuals maneuver a stainless steel ball through a
cloth maze using their fingers. This is a good bilateral hand activity as
well as visual tracking activity. The MarbleMaze™ is approximately 9”
x 15”, and is made from heavy (stretchable) Tricot with an eye-catching
zig-zag stitched maze. The 3/8” stainless steel ball (marble) is enclosed
within the maze and cannot be removed. Hand washing and air-drying
is recommended. It is available in blue with yellow stitching, and is
sold individually.

SURFACE. DO NOT LEAVE CHILD UNATTENDED.

93023........Bumbo Seat
93026........Bumbo Seat with Tray
93030........Tray for Bumbo Seat

50182............ MarbleMaze

ChildBrite

Hide‘nSlide™

The Child Rite seat is a support chair for special needs children. It’s
high back and wrap around style provide support for your child to help
him or her sit up on their own and strengthen trunk muscles. The Childrite™ seat measures 10.5 inches across in width and the depth from
the inferior edge of the pommel to the center back is 10 inches. Height
of the seat measures 11.5 inches from the deepest point of the scooped
seat to the top of the seat back.

The Hide‘nSlide™ is designed to facilitate finger isolation and bilateral manipulation skills, as well as visual tracking of a bead along a
cord through a sequential series of tunnels. The Hide‘nSlide™ is a 7”
x 10” felt mat with a disk shaped plastic bead (assorted smiley faces)
captivated on an elastic cord. The cord is interwoven through a maze
of stretch nylon fabric tunnels.
50185............ Hide’nSlide
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93020......ChildBrite

Classic Weighted Utensils

-

KE

R

atlery

™

Discreet dining experience with our attractive, light gray, soft built-up
handle utensils. Non-slip for easy grasp and hold. The shaft design
on the fork and spoons allow the utensils to be bent for left or right
angles. The additional weight assists in stabilizing the hand for those
afflicted with hand tremors. Knife features a curved style rocker blade.
Stainless steel utensils. Dishwasher safe. Diameter of handle is 13/8”
(3,5 cm) x 4” (10,16 cm) long

Weighted Dinnerware

Weighted dinnerware offers elegant styling for discreet dining. Designed
to look like quality, everyday dinnerware. Weighted utensils help steady
your hand while eating. Handle size with finger indentation provides a
comfortable, ergonomic grasp. The soupspoon has a recessed edge and
slightly deeper bowl to assist in preventing spilling. High polished 18/0
stainless steel. Each utensil weighs approximately 7.2 ounces. Dishwasher
safe. Manufactured and sold under US Patent # D474,079S.

11430........Set of 4 (26.20 oz (0.743 kg)........Set/ 11431,32,33 & 34)
11431........Fork...................6.7 oz (0.176 kg)
11432........Knife..................6.4 oz (0.181 kg)
11433........Teaspoon...........6.4 oz (0.181 kg)
11434........Soupspoon.........6.7 oz (0.189 kg)
11435........Tablespoon........6.5 oz (0.184 kg)

11791.........KEatlery Fork
11792.........KEatlery Knife
11793.........KEatlery Teaspoon
11794 . .....KEatlery Soupspoon
11795.........KEatlery...Set/4
11797.........KEatlery...Set/3 (F,K,T)

Weighted Utensils

Gray vinyl handle has been redesigned and offers a non-skid star
shaped grip. Heavy weighted utensils help stabilize the trembling
hand of persons with Parkinson’s disease. Stainless steel utensil.
Handle diameter is approximatley 1.3” at its largest diameter, the
length is 4 3/4”. Food grade plastisol used for Coated Teaspoon and
Soupspoon. Weight is approx. 7 oz. Set includes Fork, Teaspoon,
Knife and Soupspoon.

Youth - Weighted Utensils
Weight has been added to assist in stabilizing the tremulous hand.
Plastic vinyl handles are shaped to fit the fingers. Handle is 7/8” diameter, length is 3 1/4” long. Utensils are stainless steel. Dishwasher
safe. Left or right hand models are shaped to turn in toward the center
of the body. Weight is approximately 4 oz.
11201............. Fork
11202............. Knife
11203............. Teaspoon
11204............. Soupspoon
11205............. Youthspoon

Left

Right

11211............. Fork........................11212
11213............. Teaspoon................11214
11215............. Soupspoon.............11216
11217............. Youthspoon............11218
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11540............. Set of 4
11541............. Fork
11542............. Knife
11544............. Teaspoon
11545............. Soupspoon
11546............. Tablespoon
11771............. Coated Teaspoon
11772............. Coated Soupspoon

Youth - Weighted/Coated Spoons
-

Food grade plastisol coating increases the thickness of the bowl
to help protect the teeth and lips. Plastic vinyl handles are shaped
to fit the fingers. Handle is 7/8” diameter, length is 3 1/4” long.
Utensils are stainless steel. Dishwasher safe. Left or right hand
models are shaped to turn in toward the center of the body. Weight
is approximately 4 oz.

Left

11350............. Teaspoon
11351............. Soupspoon
11352............. Youthspoon

Classic Bendable Utensils

Discreet dining experience with our attractive, light gray, soft built-up
handle utensils. Non-slip for easy grasp and hold. The shaft design on the
spoons and fork allow the utensils to be bent for left or right angles. Knife
features a curved style rocker blade. Stainless steel utensils. Dishwasher
safe. Diameter of handle is 13/8” (3,5 cm) x 4” (10,16 cm) long.

Right

11355............. Teaspoon........... 11356
11357............. Soupspoon........ 11358
11359............. Youthspoon....... 11360

11400............ Set of 4 ......... (12.2 oz - 0.346 kg)........ Set /11401,02,03 & 04)
11401............ Fork ............. ( 2.9 oz - 0.08 kg)
11402............ Knife ............ ( 3.1 oz - 0.09 kg)
11403............ Teaspoon....... ( 3.0 oz - 0.08 kg)
11404............ Soupspoon.... ( 3.2 oz - 0.09 kg)
11405............ Tablespoon... ( 3.2 oz - 0.09 kg)

Soft B-U™ Handle Utensils

Soft Touch Bendable Utensils

Soft foam Built-Up handle provides easy grasp for those with arthritis
or limited hand involvement. Foam handle may be removed when
grasp improves. Plastic inner handle is approximately 5/8” diameter.
Overall diameter is approximately 1 1/2”. Stainless steel utensil.

The built-up, soft-touch handle makes it easy to grasp and hold onto. The
shaft design on the spoons and fork allow the utensils to be bent for left
or right angle. Knife features a curved style rocker blade. Stainles Steel,
dishwasher safe.

11020............. Set of 4
11021............. Fork
11022............. Knife
11023............. Teaspoon
11024............. Soupspoon

11040............. Set of 4
11041............. Fork
11042............. Knife
11043............. Teaspoon
11044............. Table spoon
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Rocker Knife

R

Allows food to be cut with a “rocking motion” for those with the
use of only one hand. Curved blade with solid handle. Stainless
steel. Weighs 3 ounces.
15000

My Plate-Mate™ R
Prevents food from being pushed off the plate. Concave wall assists
in guiding food onto the utensil. Secured to the plate with an internal
groove. Small size fits plates with a diameter of 8”-9 1/2”. Large size
fits plates with a diamter of 9”-11”. Dishwasher safe to 185º. Made
in the USA of FDA approved material. Does not contain lead, latex,
BPA or phthalates.

Meat Cutter Knife
Curved blade knife allows for a rocking motion to facilitate cutting.
Wood handle with stainless steel blade.
15005

15222........Small.... Fits 8” - 9 1/2” dia. plates......White
15225........Large... Fits 9” - 11” dia. plates...........White

Plastisol Coated Spoons
The bowls have been coated to increase the bowl thickness and
gives protection to the lips and teeth. Daily inspection of the utensil
is recommended for damaged coating. Dishwasher safe but cold
sanitization is recommended. Not recommended for heavy biters.

R

Clear Plate Guard

10501............ Teaspoon
10503............ Soupspoon
10504............ Youthspoon

R

Clear polycarbonate plate guard prevents food from being pushed off
the plate. Internal “V” groove attaches to the rim of the plate. Dishwasher safe. Latex free.
15210........Small.........Fits 6” - 8” dia. plates
15211.........Large........Fits 8” - 9” dia. plates
15214........X-Lrg........Fits ...... 10” dia. plates

10015

10000

10035
10002

Utensil Holders
Easy to clean polypropylene webbing with a utensil pocket. Adjusts
by a velcro hook and loop closure with D-Ring thumb loop.
For correct sizes, measure the hand across the top of knuckles. Ped
2 1/4”- 3”, Sm/Med 3 1/2” - 4 1/4”, and Lrg/XLrg 4 1/4” - 4 3/4”.
10000........Beige.........Small / Med
10002........Rainbow...Pediatric
10003........Beige.........Pediatric
10005........Beige.........Large / X-Lrg..
10015........Navy..........Large / X-Lrg
10035........Patriot.......Large / X-Lrg

Stainless Steel Plate Guards
Prevents food from being pushed off the plate. Stainless steel plate
guard features three spring action clips to secure the guard to the plate.
Dishwasher safe.
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15216........Large........Fits 9” - 11” dia. plates

Scoop Dish

R

This 9” (23cm) scoop plate promotes independence at meal time. It allows the user to push food against the plate’s high back wall and onto
their cutlery. The entry side is low for ease of use. The wide outer rim is
useful to grasp the plate while scooping food onto cutlery. The plate has a
skid resistant base which is helpful for the individual with one hand or for
anyone with poor coordination. Breakproof plastic. Microwaveable and
top rack dishwasher safe.

Partitioned Dish
Made of break resistant polycarbonate and 9” (22,9 cm) in diameter x
1” (2,5 cm) deep. Ideal for high-use, modestly priced dinnerware. It’s
diswasher safe and extremely durable.
15231........Partitioned Dish...Polycarbonate....9” x 1” deep

15236

High Sided Dish
This high sided dish allows for
easy eating with high sides to
scoop against. It is 9” diameter
with 2” high side and an ergonomic 3/4” lip around the outer
edge for easy handling. The
textured eating surface resists
scratching and staining. Stackable and ideal for institutional
or home use. Microwave and
dishwasher safe up to 180° F.

Bowl with Handle
The Bowl with Handle is made of Melamine and is diswasher safe, extremely durable and break-resistant. It has a capacity of 12 oz, with a 5.25”
diameter bowl and is 2” deep. The handle length is 2 5/8” long. Ivory.
NSF Listed. Dishwasher Safe. Made of Melamine.

15241........High Sided Dish.... Blue
15244........High Sided Dish.... White

15232........Bowl with Handle

Wedge Cup
The Wedge Cup will help patients with dysphagia and progressive neurogenic disease, head and neck cancer patients with impaired tongue function, patients with decreased range of motion of the neck, patients with
increased risk of aspiration when the head is tilted back for swallow, and
patients with oral motor weakness that has impaired their ability to drink
from a standard cup. Wedge Cup is designed with a fully adjustable flow
control that regulates the continuous output of liquids – from normal flow
to greatly reduced delivery, allowing the patient to comfortably and easily
drink at their own pace.

Rije Dysphagia Nosey Cup
The nosey cut out design of the Rije Cup is idea for those with limited
range of motion in the neck or head. Adjustable portion control from
0.10 - 0.50 ounces (3 ml to 15 ml) for those requiring predetermined dosages of liquid. Holds up to 8.4 ounces (250 ml). Large built-up handles
provide a secure grip. Sealable portion control to prevent spills and large
base provides good stability. Dishwasher safe.
16075

16070........Wedge Cup
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Nosey Glass
Translucent plastic glass has a textured grip
surface and a special cut-out for the nose area
to allow for easy drinking without having to
tilt the head. No BPA.
16002........Nosey Glass™ 8 oz capacity

Kennedy Cup
THE KENNEDY CUP is a lightweight spillproof drinking cup that is
used with a straw and is ideal for people of all ages. The KCup's patented
design allows the cup to be easily filled with up to 7 ounces of warm
or cold liquid. Once the KCup lid is screwed on the liquid will not spill
out even if the cup is turned completely upside down! This means an
end to messy spills and new independence to those who have difficulty
using conventional cups. Great for use at the table, while travelling or
in bed. Ergonomic "J" handle. The KCup can be used with any style
straw. Dishwasher safe.
16004............ KCup........ 7 oz capacity

Nosey Cup
Two Handle Mug

Cut out for the nose to allow drinking without bending the neck or tilting
the head. Injection molded to ensure a completely smooth surface and
comfortable fit for the lips and nose. They are made from translucent
plastic which allows you to see the contents at all times. Dishwasher safe.

This crystal clear plastic mug has
double handles to make drinking safer and easier for people
with a weak grasp or tremor.
The handles will accommodate
four adult fingers and the lid has
a drinking spout to prevent spills.
The transparent design instantly
shows the level of contents. Wide
base to resist tipping. Dishwasher safe to 194°F (90°C). Microwaveable.
10 oz (295ml) capacity.

16006............ Nosey Cup.... 4 oz
16007............ Nosey Cup.... 8 oz
16008............ Nosey Cup....12 oz

One Handle Clear Cup
A high quality drinking cup designed for healthcare. It comes with two

“T” shape molded plastic handle will accomodate a variety of grasping
patterns. Capacity is 12 oz. Red/White only. Package of 2.

specialty lids, is made of crystal clear polycarbonate and is practically
unbreakable. The large open style handle is easy to pick up and hold with
either hand. The mug can be used by itself or with either of the 2 lids to
suit every need. The spout lid has a contoured spout to fit comfortably
in the mouth. The anti splash lid prevents splashing and helps to direct
the flow of liquid into the
mouth. Both lids allow the
flow of liquid to be regulated and can be used with
a straw. Extra replacement
lids are available and fit all
of the Independence Cups
and Mugs. One Handle
Mug holds up to 10 oz. of
liquid. Can be used with
either hot or cold drinks.
Crystal clear construction
allows the contents to be
seen at all times. All cups
and lids are dishwasher safe

16017

16010........One Handle Clear Cup

16014 .......Two Handle Mug w/Lid
16015........Repl Lid for 16014

Plastic Handle Mug
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WONDER FLO™ Vacuum Cup
The original flo control cup. Prone bed patients
can drink fluids without help and without lifting their head. Rubber control
button releases 15 drops to 2 cc’s to permit controlled feeding for semiconscious patients by an attendant . Stimulates salivary reflexes when
needed. Safe, sanitary and non-breakable. No spilling. Withstands all
types of sterilization including autoclaving. Capacity 8 oz (240 cc).

Independence Clear 2 Handle Mugs

16000........Wonder-Flo Vacuum Cup ™ 8 oz capacity

Independence Clear 2 Handle Mugs are high quality drinking cups
designed to be picked up and held easily. They have a wide base which
makes them easy to set down without tipping or spilling and each mug
comes with two specialty lids to suit every need. Made from clear plastic,
these mug are practically unbreakable, will not cloud, and never impart
a flavor. Can be used alone or with either of the included 2 lids. The
spout lid has a contoured spout to fit comfortably in the mouth. The
anti-splash lid prevents splashing and helps to direct the flow of liquid
into the mouth. Both lids allow the flow of liquid to be regulated and
can be used with a straw. Extra replacement lids are available to fit all
of the Independence Cups and Mugs. Crystal clear construction allows
the contents to be seen at all times. Each Mug includes 2 Lids. All cups
and PSC lids are dishwasher-safe.

16031

16020

Insulated Cup / Mug

Insulated Cup or Mug holds cold or hot liquids. High impact plastic.
Cup holds 8oz. The Mug holds 12 oz and includes a black no-spill
lid. Lid features a closeable seal to prevent spills.

16011............. Independence Mug... 6 oz
16012............ Independence Mug... 9 oz
16013............ Independence Mug... 12 oz

16020............ Insulated Mug.......12 oz capacity....Includes Lid
16029............ Insulated Cup........ 8 oz capacity....No Lid
16031............ Insulated Cup........ 8 oz capacity....Includes Lid

16040

11795

16021

11795
25042

25042

40005

40005

Use for Toothbrush or Razor

Parkinson’s Weighted Kit - DELUXE

Use for Toothbrush or Razor

Parkinson’s Weighted Kit

Featuring the most recommended ADL products for those persons with
Parkinson’s disease and other illnesses that cause tremors. Do Not Microwave. Includes 1 ea:

Featuring the most recommended ADL products for those persons with Parkinson’s disease and other illnesses that cause tremors. Do Not Microwave.

38005........Parkinson’s Weighted Kit - DELUXE

38000........Parkinson’s Weighted Kit

KEatlery Weighted Utensil Set...... (11795)
Wtd Insulated Cup & Bowl............ (16040)
Universal Holder, Adult.................. (40005)
Universal Holder, Large................. (25042)
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KEatlery Weighted Utensil Set ..... (11795)
Insulated Weighted Mug, 12 oz .... (16021)
Universal Holder, Adult . .............. (40005)
Universal Holder, Large ................ (25042) Razor/Toothbrush

16033 / 16044

Cup w/16037 Tube Lid

Cup w/`16035 No Spill Lid

Weighted & Non-Weighted Insulated Bowl, Cup & Mug

16020 Mug w/Lid

Cup, Bowl and Mug are insulated to keep food/drink warm or cold. Weighted models have steel weight added internally to the base to reduce tremors
of the hand commonly associated with persons having Parkinson’s disease and other illnesses or injuries that cause tremors. The 16035 and 16037
Lids will also fit the 16020/16021 Mug. The new 16035 No-Spill Lid features a closeable cover. Because steel weight has been internally added to the
Bowl, Cup and Mug ** DO NOT MICROWAVE the WEIGHTED CUP, WEIGHTED BOWL or WEIGHTED MUG”.

Non-Weighted

Weighted

16020........Insulated Mug w/Lid..................Granite.12 oz cap
16031........Insulated Cup w/16035 Lid........Blue........... 8 oz cap
16032........Insulated Cup w/16037 Lid........Blue........... 8 oz cap
16033........Insulated Bowl . ..........................Blue...........12 oz cap
16035........No-Spill Closeable Lid f/Cup/Mug.....Pkg/3.........Black
16037........Tube Lid for Cup/Mug .......................Pkg/3.........White
16039........Disposable Lid for Bowl......................Pkg/20

16021........Weighted Insulated Mug w/Lid..... Granite.12 oz cap
16040........Weighted Bowl and Cup w/16035 Lid......... Set

16039

Weighted Dining Kit

16042........Weighted Cup... w/16035 Lid......... Blue.......... 8 oz cap
16043........Weighted Cup... w/16037 Lid......... Blue...... ... 8 oz cap
16044........Weighted Bowl (14 ounces)............ Blue.......... 12 oz cap

Weighted Bowl and Soupspoon

Weighted Dining Kit includes the basic dining products for persons with
Parkinson’s disease and other illnesses that cause tremors. Featured are
the solid stainless steel KEaterly utensils, an insulated Weighted Bowl
and insulated Weighted Cup with no-spill lid. Because steel weight has
been internally added to the Bowl and Cup, DO NOT MICROWAVE.
Utensils weight approx 7.3 ounces each, Bowl capacity is 12 ounces and
weighs 14 ounces empty; Cup capacity is 8 ounces and weighs approx
10 ounces empty. Includes 1 ea: KEatlery Weighted Utensil Set (11795)
and Weighted Insulated Cup and Bowl Set (16040).

The Weighted Bowl and Soupspoon are the ideal combination when eating soup or cereal. Because steel weight has been internally added to
the Bowl- DO NOT MICROWAVE. The # 11794 KEatlery Soupspoon
weighs approx 7.3 ounces. The # 16044 Weighted Bowl has a capacity
of 12 ounces and weighs 14 ounces empty.
38008........Weighted Bowl & Soupspoon

38007........Weighted Dining Kit
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SoloGrip ™
Easy Grip

R

The Easy Grip easily opens jars and
bottles and has magnet for storing on
the fridge. The cone-shaped head is
designed for opening water, soda, and
beer(twist-offs), and the flexible rubber
body is for opening caps and lids of all
sizes. Additionally, a packaging cutter
is between the ears and is used for rip
through the paper and plastic and plastic seals on bottles. Includes a magnet
for storing it on your refrigerator.

Revolutionary design makes it easy to open jars and bottle with one
hand! Self-adjusts to a wide range of shapes and sizes from medicine
bottles to two liter bottles with no moving parts! Designed to fit
standard kitchen drawers for hidden access and storage. Non-slip base
provides a secure grip on counter tops. Can be used in conjunction
with other lid turning openers.

17130........Easy Grip

17142........SoloGrip

Jar Opener
Non-Slip Place Mat

Self Adhesive Roll
Bulk Roll

Dycem®

R

A non slip material that can be used anywhere that is necessary to prevent
objects from slipping or sliding. The reel material can be trimmed as
needed. Clean with warm soapy water. No recommended for diswashers.
17042......Dycem Roll….Red...…8” x 2 yds
17043......Dycem Roll….Red…..16” x 2 yds
17044......Dycem Roll….Red….16” x 10 yds
17045......Dycem Roll….Red….16” x 16 yds
17048......Dycem Roll….Red...…8” x 10 yds

PurrFect™ and DogGone™ Openers

17055......Dycem Roll….Blue...…8” x 2 yds
17056......Dycem Roll….Blue…..16” x 2 yds
17057......Dycem Roll….Blue….16” x 10 yds
17058......Dycem Roll….Blue….16” x 16 yds
17059......Dycem Roll….Blue...…8” x 10 yds

R

The PurrFect Opener is a handy, Cat shaped, opening device that is
safe, quick and easy to use. The product will grip medicine caps, open
aligned-arrow caps using the cat’s head, grab the cotton from inside the
bottle with the cat’s tail, pierce individually wrapped pills with the cat’s
ears, push individually wrapped pills into convenient pockets, split pills
effortlessly with the wedge on the cat’s back, lift lids out of newly opened
cans, open envelopes and has a magnet for convenient storage.

17081......Dycem Pad..... Blue........10” x 14”
17086......Self-Adh Strips.…Red….16” x 1 yd
17087......Self-Adh Strips.…Blue…16” x 1 yd
17094......Reel Dispenser f/ 16” Bulk Rolls
17122......Dycem Jar Opener

17125 .... PurrFect Opener
17128 .... DogGone Opener
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16051

16051

Automatic Pill Dispenser
Ivation’s Automatic Pill Dispenser (formerly Med-E-Lert) is an excellent product to help people become more “medication compliant”.
Helps to ensure that medications are taken PROPERLY & ON TIME.
It’s simple to use, easy to set-up and has a tamper proof metal locking
system which helps reduce over-dosing. Loud, long duration buzzer
sounds continuously until the pills are removed. Holds one weeks supply of pills - up to four times per day. 28 Compartments can hold up
to 18 aspirin size pills. Can be set on a daily or weekly schedule. Low
battery alert. The optional Spare Tray allows a caregiver to preload a
tray and easily exchange it with the empty tray.

16050

16054

29063........Auto Pill Dispenser...Clear top
29066........Auto Pill Dispenser...Solid top
29067........Auto Pill Dispenser...Spare Tray

16053

Cage & Rail Holders R

uDrink Holder

The Cage Cup Holder integrates a stainless steel cage design and
a clamping system that allows it to be securely held on wheelchair
armrests, crutches, walkers, or other rail type of frames. This unique
design incorporating elastomer blocks and hook and loop cinching straps
allows for a wide range of uses. The stainless steel cage may be bent
for adjusting to various can and bottle sizes. Insulated Jacket color is
black. Rail Holders can be used to secure a variety of products to 1”
horizontal or vertical rails.

R

The uDrink is a device that allows the user to hold and drink a beverage
independently. The uDrink is an ideal solution for people with limited
or no grip strength due to spinal cord injury, MS, cerebral palsy, stroke,
arthritis or other disabilities. The uDrink is highly versatile, and can be
adjusted to fit onto bottles, cans, cups & glasses of all different shapes,
sizes and materials. The easy to adjust hook and loop strap can be sized
in seconds to fit most containers without the need for additional tools.
the unique super grip non-slip strap liner. This allows the strap to securely hold irregularly shaped items and containers. The vinyl coated
handle is stainless steel.

16050........Cage Cup Holder.......Only
16051........Cage Cup Holder .....w/Insulated Jacket
16053........Cage SportBottle Holder ...... w/Bottle
16054........Cage Sport Bottle Holder..Only
16056........Rail Mount Holder........ Parallel, 1” x 1”
16057........Rail Mount Holder........ Cross Channel, 1” x 1”
16058........Flashlight Holder.......... (Light not included)

16060........uDrink Holder

SwirlyGig II®

Cyclindrical Foam Tubing

This holder will accommodate most common beverage containers and put an end to
finding a convenient place for your beverage.
Built to fit on approximately 1” walkers,
wheelchairs, music stands, etc. Chrome
plated steel with a vinyl covered tip. Latex
free. U.S. Pat. # D487,862.

Economical closed cell foam tubing
that can be used to enlarge the size
of handles on a variety of products.
Item 40515 has a tighter closed cell
structure and does not compress as
easy.

16062........SwirlyGig II

40500........3/8” ID x 1 3/8” OD x 1 yd
40515........3/8” ID x 1 3/8” OD x 26”
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Extra Wide Medi-Sock

MY SELF BELTSTM

Great for people requiring a sock for extra wide feet or legs.
Comfortable, non-constricting sock will fit over casts and Unna
Boots. Stays up and has superior stretch. Ideal for people with
Edema or any condition where feet, ankles, or calves are wide or
swollen. Also for people who prefer a looser, more comfortable
fitting sock. Made of 93% Cotton & 7% Nylon. Made in USA.
Pkg/1 pr.

Myself Belts is an adult belt that is functional, fashionable, and easy
to use. This adult adaptive belt is perfect for adults with hand dexterity
problems, cognitive issues, or physical ailments. The one handed closure
design combined with genuine leather creates the most convenient and
fashionable adult adaptive accessory.
33610 .......Black…32"-34"
33611 . ......Black…34"-36"
33612........Black…36"-38"
33613........Black…38"-40"
33614........Black…40"-42"
33615........Black…42"-44"

Reach N Scratch

31802
31804
31806

White…Small
Women's 6-11
White…Regular Men's
8-11 up to 6E
White…Large
Men's
11-16 up to 6E

31811
31813
31815

Black…Small…....Women's 6-11
Black…Regular…Men's
8-11 up to 6E
Black…Large…....Men's
11-16 up to 6E

31820
31822
31824

Tan.......Small…....Women's 6-11
Tan.......Regular….Men's
8-11 up to 6E
Tan.......Large….....Men's 11-16 up to 6E

Clothing Protectors

R

Molded plastic fingers and an extra long 24” bendable handle makes
it ideal for those hard to reach places that itch. Handle can be easily
bent to desired shape. Folds conveniently to hang, store or for travel.

R

A colorful bib to brighten dinner time. 18” wide x 35” long (46cm x
89cm). Neck opening closes with hook/loop fastener or fabric ties.
21220........Clothing Protector w/ Hook/Loop fastener
21223........Clothing Protector w/ Ties

90121........Reach N Scratch
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Pre-FORMED

Leg Lifters with Foot Supports

31068

31035

31048

31061

31055

Our Leg Lifters now feature a pre-formed foot support with a heavy guage wire insert that can be modified by bending it to the desired shape. The
Deluxe Leg Lifter features an easily cleaned, cushioned vinyl footpad. Made with 1” heavy duty webbing. Three sizes to choose from. Reinforced webbing with metal rod will extend the user’s reach to assist in lifting one leg at a time. The loop is placed around the foot or cast and can be
re-positioned by the user. Lengths are based upon a finished size with the new PreFormed foot supports.
31035........Regular.................. PATRIOT.....40”
31048........Small...................... Rainbow........33”
31049........Pediatric................ Rainbow........27”

31068
Cushioned
Vinyl Footpad

31055........Regular.................. Navy..............40”
31057........Small...................... Navy..............33”
31061........Regular Quad....... Navy..............40”
31068........Regular.................. Deluxe...........40”

Foot Lifter™
The patented Foot Lifter is ideal for anyone who has difficulties raising
or reaching their feet. It’s unique design allows use in a shower, around
the house or while getting in or out of your automobile. Features a rubber footstrap that conforms to your foot size. Non-slip grips give you
firm control. Convenient hanging strap. Made of SC40 pvc. “T” connector vents water when used in a shower. Approx. 19” x 5” x 1 1/8”.
Weighs 14 ounces. Manufactured and sold under US Patent D530651.
31076........Foot Lifter
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32024

Deluxe Terry Covered Sock Aid

R

32027

Foam Handles provide a large diameter surface for those with limited grasp due to arthritis. Flexible plastic sock aid is lined with
nylon fabric on the inside that allows the foot to "slide" into the
sock. Terry cloth outer cover provides a non-slip resistance to the
sock which helps prevent the sock from slipping off the sock aid
before it’s snug. One-handed use is possible with this sock aid.

Bariatric Formed Sock Aids

R

The 5” wide, extra firm ABS molded plastic sock aid allows the
sock to be pulled onto the foot. Available in a single loop braided
cord pull handle or two-piece with foam handgrips for those with
grip limitations. The rubber self adhesive pad provides a non-slip
resistance to the sock. Does not contain BPA.

32017............ Deluxe Terry Covered Sock Aid

32024......Bariatric Sock Aid w/Cord Handle
32027......Bariatric Sock Aid w/Foam Handgrips

Terry Covered Sock Aid

R

Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Grips

A flexible plastic sock aid that is lined with nylon fabric on the
inside that allows the foot to "slide" into the sock. Terry cloth
outer cover provides a non-slip resistance to the sock which helps
prevent the sock from slipping off the sock aid before it’s snug.
Strap handles. One-handed use is possible with this sock aid.

R

Molded plastic sock aid that allows the sock to be pulled onto
the foot. Braided cord line with foam hand-grips make it much
easier to grasp. The rubber self adhesive pad provides a non-slip
resistance to the sock.

32016............ Terry Covered Sock Aid
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32002........Sock Aid w/foam grips

Easy-Off

Easy-On
Formed Sock Aid

R

Molded plastic sock aid that allows the sock to be pulled onto the
foot. Braided cord handle. The rubber self adhesive pad provides
a non-slip resistance to the sock and can be placed in the best
position for the user.
32000........Sock Aid w/cord handle

Deluxe - Formed Sock Aid

R

Molded plastic sock aid that allows the sock to be pulled onto the
foot. The rubber self adhesive pad provides a non-slip resistance to
the sock and can be placed in the best position for the user. Garter
hooks assist in securing the sock or stocking. Strap handle with a
tubular handle insert to assist those having difficulty with grasp.
CAUTION: Garter straps contain natural rubber latex.
32005........Sock Aid w/ Garter Clips

Easy On™ / Easy Off Sock Aid™ Kit
Plastic molded Sock-Aid holds the sock open and allows the foot
to be pushed into the sock. Once the sock is placed on the plastic
form; it is lowered to the floor with the Easy Off Sock Doffer. The
foot is inserted into the sock opening and as you push your foot
forward, the Sock-Aid tilts to allow for ease of entry. The EasyOff Sock Doffer is used to push your sock off, and with the use
of your feet, you can tilt it to put your sock within reach. It can
be used to remove light compression garments, as well. Patent
Pending. A VIDEO demonstration is available on our website www.ADLrehab.com

Economy Sock Aid
The soft plastic form is bent into a tubular shape and the sock is
drawn over. The excess is placed into the cut-out area. Braided
cord handle pulls the sock onto the foot. Rubber self adhesive pad
provides a non-slip resistance to the sock and can be placed in the
best position for the user.

32035........Easy-On/Easy-Off Sock Aid Kit (Blue)
32039........Easy-Off Sock Doffer only (Blue)

32010........Economy Sock Aid

32041........Easy-On/Easy-Off Sock Aid Kit (Green)

32006........Repl. Rubber Pad for 32000, 32002, 32005 and 32010
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Sock Horse Sock Aid
Sock Horse Sock Aid helps people to put on socks easily and quickly
and does not have flimsy rope handles. It was designed with a sturdy
handle to help people with back, knee or hip problems, decreased
flexibility, having difficult bending when pregnant or overweight.
Rubber tips at the top assist in keeping the sock snug on the foot
throughout the donning process.
32030 Shoe Horse

Easy Off Sock Aid™

R

The Easy-Off Sock Aid is used to push your sock or stockings
off your feet. Once the sock is beyond your heel; lay it on the
floor and hold it with your foot. Use your foot to tilt the Easy Off
upward and within reach of your sock. It can be used to remove
light compression garments, as well. VIDEO demonstration is
available on our website - www.ADLrehab.com
32039........Easy-Off Sock Aid

Elastic Shoe Laces
Elastic shoe laces for those who
require better support. Can be tied
in the usual manner. Package of 2
pair-24”. Size: 3/16” x 24”.
Color
		

31515........Black.... .....2 pr
31516........White... .....2 pr
31517........Brown.. .....2 pr

CoilerShoe Laces
Eliminates the need of tying shoelaces. Once Coiler Shoe Laces are laced,
the excess coiled loops maintain the
desired tension. Fits all shoe sizes.
They are 54” long. Sold in pairs.
31570........White... Pr
31571........Black.... Pr

Foot Socker
Foot Socker provides assistance when donning your socks. A rigid
handle provides firm control as you slide your sock far enough onto
your foot so that you can use your hands to finish the application.
32019............ Foot Socker
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Sock Genie is one of the easiest to use sock aids on the market. The
17” handles assist in controlling the sock aid while donning socks or
light compression hose. Simply place on your knee and position the
sock onto the black cone and hook it over the center tab, lower it to
the floor, insert your foot and pull the sock on. Once on, reach down
and release the sock from the tab. The 17” long handles can be used to
remove the sock or use as grabbers to retrieve the sock. Manufactured
and sold under US Patent 6,932,252.
32029........Sock Genie

Ring Zipper Pull
Ring Zipper Pull is a one inch ring with a clip to attach to the zipper.
Makes it easier to open or close the zipper. Pkg/3.

Clear Zipper Pull
Clear Zipper Pull will assist in closure of zippers for persons with
limited finger grasp. Monofilament loop can be tucked out of sight.
Metal clip attaches to zipper tab. Package of 3.

30520........Ring Zipper Pull... Pkg/3

30525........Clear Zipper Pull...Pkg/3

Tyless™

Tyless lace method features round, elastic laces that lock onto the plastic
disk. Laces can be easily adjusted for comfort and will maintain the same
comfort level day after day. Four sizes are available in Black or White.
31585........Tyless... Black....Sm........ 25”... 5 Eyelet
31586........Tyless... Black....Med...... 32”... 6 Eyelet
31587........Tyless... Black....Lrg....... 37”... 7 Eyelet
31588........Tyless... Black....XL........ 42”... 7 Eyelet

Bed Pull - UP
Heavy duty cotton webbing with easy grip ladder rungs to assist
those with limited hand strength, to pull themselves upright in bed.
Arms can be looped through the rungs. Extra long webbing is provided to attach to the bed legs at the foot of the bed.
31100

31595........Tyless... White....Sm........ 25”... 5 Eyelet
31596........Tyless... White....Med...... 32”... 6 Eyelet
31597........Tyless... White....Lrg....... 37”... 7 Eyelet
31598........Tyless... White....XL........ 42”... 7 Eyelet
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Foot Funnel
Hands free shoe donning is the best alternative to the Long Handled
Shoe Horn since it is safer and easier. This dressing aid and alternative
to the long handled shoe horn loads into the shoe. Its straight, smooth
surface makes it easy to get foot in and FootFunnel out. Great for
those that can’t reach down with their hands. Works with most shoe
types and sizes.

Sock-N-Shoe Aid

The Sock-N-Shoe Aid features
a cone shape funnel and it’s
18” handles assist to improve
control of the sock aid while
donning socks or compression
hose. Simply pull the sock
onto the cone, lower it to the
floor, and with your foot turned and tilted in a slight angle, insert your
foot and pull the sock on. For use as a shoehorn, place the shoe onto
your lap, and while inserting the cone into the shoe while attaching the
clip to the back of the shoe. Lower the shoe onto the floor and while
holding onto the handle(s) to assist in control, insert your foot into the
shoe. Patent Pending.

32987 Foot Funnel

Long Plastic Shoehorn (23”)

32021

This 23” Plastic Shoehorn has a curved hand grip for ease in grasping.
Lustre Flake assorted colors.
33012

Telescopic Shoehorn™
The Telescopic Shoehorn can adjust from 12” to 30” in length. Ideal
for packing in your suitcase or overnite bag. The angle of the shoehorn
paddle can be adjusted for use while standing or sitting. Includes a
convenient wrist strap.

Econo Sock/Stocking Doffer
The Econo Sock Doffer is used to push your sock or stockings off
your feet. Insert the Flat side of the doffer into the sock/stocking and once it’s at the heel, push down and under to completely
remove the sock.

33044........Telescopic Shoehorn

32034........Econo Sock Doffer

Unbreakable Plastic Shoehorn (31”)

Shoehorn

Unbreakable Plastic Shoehorn has a curved hand grip for ease in grasping. It can be bent and folded to fit inside a travel bag or suitcase.
Available in black only.
33031

(18”)

This economical plastic shoehorn is 18” long and has a hole in the
handle for hanging.
33025
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Stainless Steel Shoehorn
Extra long stainless steel shoehorn has a curved, vinyl covered
hand grip. Curved grip is easier to grasp and can also be used for
pulling socks up.

Textured Grip S/S Shoehorn
Stainless steel shoehorn has a slight curve making it easy to slide
your foot into a shoe. Straight handle design features a padded
vinyl textured handle that offers a secure, comfortable grip.

33000........12”
33001........18”
33002........24”
33003........30”

33007........Textured Grip S/S Shoehorn......18”
33008........Textured Grip S/S Shoehorn......24”
33009........Textured Grip S/S Shoehorn......30”

Plastic Shoehorn

(16

1/4”)

Plastic shoehorn with a curved hand grip for easier grasping. Includes wrist strap. Length is 16 1/4”. Assorted colors.
33010

Easy Slider Shoehorn
Powder coated surface makes it easy for the foot to slide into the shoe,
and the textured grip handle is easy to grasp. Coated steel.
33020........Easy..... 12”
33021........Easy..... 18”
33022........Easy..... 24”
33023........Easy..... 30”

Metallic Plastic Shoehorn

(20”)

Economical Metallic Plastic Shoehorn with a curved hand grip for
easier grasping. Slightly thicker than our 33010 Plastic Shoehorn.
Includes wrist strap. Length is approximately 20”. Assorted colors.
33052

Soft Handle Shoehorn
Soft built-up handles make this metal shoehorn easier to grasp for
persons suffering from arthritis or having difficulty holding a smaller
handle. Nylon cord hand loop will secure the shorhorn to the wrist or
can be used for hanging. Coated steel.

R

Spring Action Shoehorn

(23’)

The Jockey Shoehorn has a non-skid handle and a spring action
shoehorn. Includes wrist strap that can also be used for hanging
it up. Length is 23”.
33030

33016........- Soft.........18”
33017........- Soft.........24”
33018........- Soft.........30”
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Ergo Mate Reacher
Ergo Mate is a trigger operated lightweight aluminum reacher with
a push-pull post. The trigger is designed to grip with one - three
fingers for additional grasping power. Features a non-slip lower jaw
for added gripping power. Rubber pad is located in the upper jaw to
allow for a secure grip to most objects. Jaw design allows for maximum opening width while maintaining strength. A magnet is imbedded in the rubber tip at the front. The Reacher Clip (included) can
be used to secure the reacher to the tubing of a walker or wheelchair.

Dressing Assist

35045........Ergo Mate Reacher....... 26”
35049........Ergo Mate Reacher....... 32”

Ideal for persons with limited upper extremity movement or decreased hip flexion. Extra strong 5/8” diameter hardwood dowel has
a vinyl coated push-pull hook on one end and a small “ C” pull hook
on the other. The Heavy Duty Dressing Assist has a special bend
push-pull hook and a 1 1/2” vinyl coated “C” hook.
33500........Regular Dressing Assist w/ 1” “C” Hook
33505........Heavy Duty Dressing Assist w/ 1 1/2” “C” Hook

Econo Reacher
An economical trigger operated lightweight aluminum reacher with a
push-pull post. Push Pull post is used for pushing/pulling items not
suitable to grasp within the jaws. Rubber pad is located in the upper
jaw to allow for a secure grip to most objects. A magnet is imbedded
in the rubber tip at the front. Jaw opeing is 2 3/4” (6.98 cm)

Deluxe Dressing Stick
A dressing stick and shoehorn in one convenient product. The large
diameter foam handle is comfortable and easy to grasp. A vinyl cap
provides a nonslip surface for better control when using and safely
slides along the skin.

35041........Econo Reacher...... 27”
35043........Econo Reacher...... 32”

33513......Deluxe Dressing Stick...24”
33517......Deluxe Dressing Stick...30”
30”

44”

Cushion Grip Button Aid

Telescoping Reacher

Large cushion grip handle makes it easier to grasp for those with
severe arthritis in the hands. Specially formed stainless steel wire
loop goes through the clothing eyelet and secures the button to allow
it to be pulled back through the eyelet. Diameter is approximately
1.5”, overall length is 7 1/4”. The Zipper-Aid has a small 5/8” brass
plated hook to pull the zipper.

This is the first adjustable length reacher ever invented. The length is
adjustable from 30” - 44”. Twist the Locking Ring 1/4 turn to unlock
and adjust to the desired length. The 5 1/2” jaws rotate to pick up at
any angle. Jaws have a non-skid grip surface. Polycarbonate trigger
housing and jaws. The Telescoping Reacher can lift up to 5 lbs and
weighs 14 ounces.

30042........Cushion Grip Button Hook
30043........Cushion Grip Button/Zipper Hook

35024........Telescoping Reacher...... 20” - 26”
35025........Telescoping Reacher...... 30” - 44”
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KE-Button Hook offers an attractive, light gray, soft built up handle
that is non-slip for easy grasp and hold. Dishwasher safe. Overall length
is 7” (17,8 cm). Width of handle is 13/8” (3,5 cm) x 4” (10,16 cm) long.
30051............ KE Button Hook

Button Hooks
Button Hook has a specially formed stainless steel wire loop
which goes through the clothing eyelet and secures the button to
allow it to be pulled back through the eyelet. Wood handle is 5/8”
diameter, overall length is approximately 7 3/4”. Zipper-Aid model
has small 5/8” brass plated hook to pull zipper.

Button Aid

with Texture Grip handle. Specially formed
stainless steel wire loop goes through the clothing eyelet and secures
the button to allow it to be pulled back through the eyelet. Diameter
is 7/8”, overall length is 7 1/4”. Button/Zipper Hook has a small 5/8”
brass plated hook to pull the zipper tab.

30001........Button Hook
30005........Button / Zipper Hook

30023............ Button Hook w/Texture Grip
30024............ Button/Zipper Hook w/Texture Grip

R

Jumbo Loop Button Hook has a larger wire loop that can
be used on almost any size button, large or small. Regular handle
model is stained with polyurethane and is 5/8” diameter, length is
approximately 8 1/2”. The Zipper-Aid has a small 5/8” brass plated
hook to pull the zipper

Button Aid with Vinyl Grip has a plastic vinyl grip contoured to fit the fingers. Specially formed stainless steel wire loop
goes through the clothing eyelet and secures the button to allow it to
be pulled back through the eyelet. Diameter is 7/8”, overall length
is 7 1/4”. The Zipper-Aid has a small 5/8” brass plated hook to pull
the zipper

30026........Regular Jumbo
30028........Regular Jumbo w/Zipper Aid
30039........Vinyl Grip Jumbo w/Zipper Aid

30010........Button Hook w/Grey Handle
30015........Button / Zipper Hook w/Grey Handle

WEIGHTED Button Aid with gray vinyl handle has been

redesigned and offers a non-skid star shaped grip. A specially formed
stainless steel wire loop which goes through the clothing eyelet and
hooks the button to allow it to be pulled back through. Handle diameter is approximatley 1.3” at its largest diameter and the overall
length is 7”. Button Aid weighs approximately 6 1/2 ounces.

Dual Button Aid has a standard size wire loop for use with
shirts, blouses, etc.on one end and a Jumbo wire loop on the other
end can be used for large buttons of coats and jackets. The length
is approximately 9 1/2”.

30505........Weighted Button Aid
30507........Weigthed Button/Zipper Aid

30031........Dual Button Aid....Wood Handle
30033........Dual Button Aid... Texture Grip Handle
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“ DESIGN YOUR OWN KIT ”
Mix and match any product in our line and we’ll make it into a KIT for you.

Basic Hip Kit

Econo Hip Kit

Our Basic Hip Kit offers the most recommended ADL items for patients
recovering from hip surgery.

Econo Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering
from hip/knee surgery or injury.

37001........Basic Hip Kit w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37005........Econo Hip Kit w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37002........Basic Hip Kit w/ 32” Ergo Plus Reacher

37011.........Econo Hip Kit w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

Kits include one each:

Ergo Plus Reacher - 27” or 32”
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles............32002
Elastic Shoe Laces, 2 pr, Black.....31515
Elastic Shoe Laces, 2 pr, White....31516
Dressing Stick, 27”.......................33500
Stainless Steel Shoehorn, 24”.......33002
Long HandleBath Sponge.............90107

Ergo Plus Reacher - 27” or 32”
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles ..... 32002
Dressing Stick, 27”.................. 33500
Plastic Shoehorn, 16 1/4”......... 33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge....... 90107

Econo Hip Kit II

Limited Hip Kit

Econo Hip Kit II features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from hip/knee surgery or injury.

Limited Hip Kit that includes the basic products recommended for
patients recovering from hip/knee surgery or injury.

37007........Econo Hip Kit w/27” Econo Reacher

37037........Hip Kit w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37008........Econo Hip Kit w/32” Econo Reacher

37038........Hip Kit w/ 32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

Kits include one each:
Ergo Plus Reacher - 27” or 32”
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles....... 32002
Easy Slider Shoehorn, 24”....... 33022
Long HandleBath Sponge........ 90107
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Econo Reacher - 27” or 32”
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles ..... 32002
Dressing Stick, 27”.................. 33500
Plastic Shoehorn, 16 1/4”......... 33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge....... 90107

ADL Hip/Knee Kit
ADL Hip/Knee Kit offers an array of recommended ADL items for
patients recovering from hip or knee surgery.

Deluxe Hip/Knee Kit
Deluxe Hip/Knee Kit offers the most recommended ADL items for
patients recovering from hip or knee surgery.

37055 - ADL Hip / Knee Kit w/26” Econo Reacher
37057 - ADL Hip / Knee Kit w/32” Econo Reacher

37052 - KE Deluxe Hip Kit w/26” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

37054 - KE Deluxe Hip Kit w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Econo Reacher - 26” or 32”
Terry Covered Sock Aid................32016
Metallic Plastic Shoehorn...20”....33052
Dressing Stick...............................33500
Long Handle Bath Sponge............90107

Kits include one each:
Ergo Plus Reacher w/Clip - 26” or 32”
Elastic Shoelaces, Black, 2 pr.......31515
Elastic Shoelaces, White, 2 pr.......31516
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles............32002
Spring Action Shoehorn, 24”........33030
Dressing Stick...............................33500
Long Handle Bath Sponge............90107

Dressing Assist Kit
Dressing Assist Kit offers an array of recommended products that will
assist the patient in dressing themselves.

Hip/Knee Kit

Hip/Knee Kit offers the most affordable ADL items recommended
for patients recovering from hip or knee surgery.
The Kit includes one (1) each of the following:

37060 - Dressing Assist Kit w/26” Ergo Plus Reacher
37062 - Dressing Assist Kit w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

37044 - Hip / Knee Kit w/26” Econo Reacher
37046 - Hip / Knee Kit w/32” Econo Reacher

Kits include one each:
Econo Reacher - 26” or 32”
Sock Aid . ................................ 32000
Stainless Shoehorn, 24”........... 33002
Dressing Stick.......................... 33500
Long Handle Bath Sponge....... 90107
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Ergo Plus Reacher - 26” or 32”
Elastic Shoelaces, Black, 2 pr.......31515
Elastic Shoelaces, White, 2 pr.......31516
Button Aid w/ Zipper Hook..........30001
Ring Zipper Pull... Pk/3................30520
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles............32002
Soft Handle Shoehorn...24”..........33017
Dressing Stick...............................33500

Hip Kit “E”
Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

Hip Kit “H”
Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

37064........Hip Kit “E”.......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher
37065........Hip Kit “E”.......w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

37070........Hip Kit “H”......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

37077........Hip Kit “H”......w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Ergo Plus Reacher.........................27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid .........................32000
Plastic Shoehorn, 17”....................33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge............90107

Kits include one each:
Ergo Plus Reacher...................................... 27” or 32”
Elastic Shoelaces, Black, 2 pr.................... 31515
Elastic Shoelaces, White, 2 pr.................... 31516
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Stainless Steel Shoehorn, 24”.................... 33002
Dressing Stick............................................ 33500
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Hip Kit “G”

Hip Kit “F”

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

37084........Hip Kit “G”......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37088........Hip Kit “F”.......w/ 27” Econo Reacher

37080........Hip Kit “G”......w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

37089........Hip Kit “F”.......w/32” Econo Reacher

Kits include one each:

Kits include one each:

Ergo Plus Reacher............................................... 27” or 32”
Terry Covered Sock Aid w/Foam Handles......... 32017
Plastic Shoe Horn, 17”........................................ 33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge.................................. 90107

Econo Reacher......................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid .........................32000
Plastic Shoehorn, 17”....................33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge............90107
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Hip Kit “I”

Hip Kit “J”

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

37066........Hip Kit “I”........w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37078........Hip Kit “J”.......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37067........Hip Kit “I”........w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

37079........Hip Kit “J”.......w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

Kits include one each:

Ergo Plus Reacher...................................... 27” or 32”
Leg Lifter, Regular, Navy, 40”................... 31055
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Plastic Shoe Horn, 17”............................... 33010

Ergo Plus Reacher...................................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Soft Handle Shoehorn...24”....................... 33017
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Hip Kit “K”

Hip Kit “L”

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

37075........Hip Kit “K”......w/ 27” Econo Reacher

37006........Hip Kit “L”.......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37076........Hip Kit “K”......w/ 32” Econo Reacher

37009........Hip Kit “L”.......w/ 32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

Kits include one each:

Econo Reacher........................................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Soft Handle Shoehorn...24”....................... 33017
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Econo Reacher........................................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Plastic Shoehorn, 17”................................. 33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107
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Hip Kit “N”

Hip Kit “M”

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

37073........Hip Kit “N”.......w/ 27” Econo Reacher

37068........Hip Kit “M”......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37074........Hip Kit “N”.......w/32” Econo Plus Reacher

37069........Hip Kit “M”......w/32” Ergo Plus Reacher

Kits include one each:

Kits include one each:

Econo Reacher........................................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Plastic Shoehorn, 17”................................. 33010
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Ergo Plus Reacher...................................... 27” or 32”
Elastic Shoelaces, Black, 2 pr.................... 31515
Elastic Shoelaces, White, 2 pr.................... 31516
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Plastic Shoehorn, 17”................................. 33010
Dressing Stick............................................ 33500
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Hip Kit “O”

Hip Kit “P”

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

Hip Kit features recommended ADL items for patients recovering from
hip/knee surgery or injury.

37020........Hip Kit “O”......w/ 27” Ergo Plus Reacher

37085........Hip Kit “P”.......w/ 27” Econo Reacher

37021........Hip Kit “O”......w/ 32” Ergo Plus Reacher

37086........Hip Kit “P”.......w/ 32” Econo Reacher

Kits include one each:
Ergo Plus Reacher...................................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Easy Slider Shoehorn, 24”......................... 33022
Dressing Stick............................................ 33500
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Kits include one each:
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Econo Reacher........................................... 27” or 32”
Formed Sock Aid w/Foam Handles........... 32002
Long Plastic Shoehorn, 23”....................... 33012
Long Handle Bath Sponge......................... 90107

Long Handle Scrub Sponges
Bendable Bath Sponge

Long handle bath sponge assists those with limited reach. Handle
can be reshaped with a heat gun. Polyfoam sponge.

The plastic handle can be bent to shape without the use of a heat gun.
Assists in bathing hard to reach areas. Length is 22 3/4”.

90105............ Round
90107............ Contour

90118.........Bendable Bath Sponge

Reach N Scrub
A mesh sponge and extra
long 24” bendable handle
makes it the ideal bath
aid for those hard to reach
places. Handle easily bends
to your desired shape. Folds
conveniently to hang, store
or for travel.

Telescopic Mirror w/LED Lights

90120....Reach N Scrub

R

Round Telescopic Mirror w/LED features 3 lights to illuminate
darkened areas. The mirror is 3 3/8” diameter and will extend
from 6 1/2” - 29 1/2”.
Rectangular Telescopic Mirror w/LED features 3 lights that
will rotate to adjust to a needed angle for more direct lighting
to a specified area. It features a 2 1/4” x 3 1/2” mirror with ball
joint that holds the lighted mirror head firmly for perfect viewing.
Both mirrors have stainless steel handles that telescope to 6 1/2”
to 29 1/2” for fast accurate inspection, and the cushioned handle
will not slip in wet or oily hands.
92034........Telescopic Mirror w/LED...... Round
92037........Telescopic Mirror w/LED...... Rectangular

Bumbo Potty Seat
Soap Holder Bath Sponge

R

The neutral ivory color of the Bumbo Potty Seat makes it perfect for
both boys and girls. It is made of the same high-tech foam as the original
Bumbo Seat. The soft comfort of the foam seat creates a toilet trainer
that is familar to you child in shape, color and texture.

The head can be slid forward and a small bar of soap can be inserted for
continuous soaping of the sponge head. The 12” long handle is ideal
for persons with limited reach.

92131........Bumbo Potty Seat......Pink
92132........Bumbo Potty Seat......Blue

90100........Soap Holder Bath Sponge
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92094

Suction Brush
The suction brush is securely held in place by two suction cups.
Can be used for scrubbing vegetables, fingers etc.
17035

92097

UriBag®

R

UriBag®F is a female urinal that is more convenient than adapted toilets and is available whenever needed. Requires only minimal privacy
and may be used while either sitting or standing. An aid to personal
freedom. UriBag ®F can be stored in a purse or handbag. For medical patients as well as a practical solution for traveling or camping, the
UriBag ®F is an ultramodern, discrete alternative. Capacity 1000 mls
(32 oz). Contains LATEX.

B-U™ Handle Toothbrushes
Soft Built-Up oversized handle for persons with limited grasp.
Lightweight. Diameter is approximately 1 3/8”.
25000

UriBag®M is a male urinal that’s designed with convenience in mind.
Standard urinals, such as hospital bottles, are bulky and conspicuous.
UriBag®M is a compact storage tube, with an efficient shape and Latex
construction. UriBag is light, but durable, and it’s snap-lock seal does
not leak. It is easily stored and can be used discreetly, sealed, then
emptied and washed later. UriBag® can be carried in a pocket until
needed. For incontinent men who do not wear catheters, the UriBag®
is available whenever they need to urinate. It requires only minimal
privacy. For boys and men who are traveling or camping, the UriBag®
is a practical solution. Applications for the UriBag® are not limited
to medical patients. Capacity 1000 mls (32 oz). Contains LATEX.

Telescopic Para Mirror

92094........UriBag......F
92097........UriBag......M

R

Used for self inspection. The mirror is 2 1/2” x 3 1/2” and adjusts to
any angle. Telescopic handle adjusts from 6 1/2” to 16”. Can easy
be carried in pocket or purse.
92030

Razor Holder R

Designed to hold either an electric or a safety razor. This handy aide will assist a
person to shave their legs if they have a hard time reaching down. Useful during
pregnancy, after a hip operation etc. May be useful for extending the reach of
other tools as well, such as dusters, paint brushes, etc.

UriFem®
The UriFem® is a sensible, modern female urinal. It is comfortable.
Unlike other products that require raising the pelvis, the UriFem can
be easily positioned without assistance. It’s simply placed between
the legs and pressed against the body. Its anatomical design and stable
base prevent leakage. If there is unexpected movement, the protective
drip cup retains spillage. Urination is easy and relaxed, while ensuring
privacy and discretion.
* For hospital patients, particularly those with fractures, arthritis, multiple sclerosis or other conditions that cause muscle spasms or impair
movement.
* For nursing home patients, including those who are marginally incontinent but not catheterized.
* For women who are bedridden at home, the UriFem® requires
minimal privacy.

92023........Razor Holder

92091........UriFem
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Bottom Buddy™ R
Bottom Buddy is a toilet tissue aid designed for self-cleansing when
reaching is difficult. The soft, flexible head grips any tissue or premoistened wipe securely. Soiled paper or wipes are released into the
bowl with the push of the button located in the curved handle. Storage
bag included. Manufactured and sold under U.S. patent USD 428147.
92008

92016

FREEDOM WAND™

R

The Freedom Wand is designed as a personal hygiene aid for toileting, applying ointment and bathing. Ideal for anyone with limited mobility due to
spinal injuries, shoulder limitations, obesity, etc. The 4 extendable fingers can grip toilet paper, razor, bath sponge or even be used as a limited reacher.
Push button extension tube can be easily removed as needed to shorten the length. Length with handle and grip attachment is 14”, with (1) extension
tube - 21”. Extra Extension Tube can be purchased to extend the length to 27”. Includes handle, 1 extension tube , grip attachment and storage bag.
92013........Freedom Wand
92016........Extra Extension Tube........6”
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NUMERICAL INDEX
Item #

Pg #

10000........23
10002........23
10003........23
10005........23
10015........23
10035........23
10111.........ns
10501........23
10503........23
10504........23
11020.........22
11021.........22
11022.........22
11023.........22
11024.........22
11025.........22
11040.........22
11041.........22
11042.........22
11043.........22
11044.........22
11201.........21
11202.........21
11203.........21
11204.........21
11205.........21
11211.........21
11212.........21
11213.........21
11214.........21
11215.........21
11216.........21
11217.........21
11218.........21
11350.........22
11351.........22
11352.........22
11355.........22
11356.........22
11357.........22
11358.........22
11359.........22
11360.........22
11400.........22
11401.........22
11402.........22
11403.........22
11404.........22
11405.........22
11430.........21
11431.........21
11432.........21
11433.........21
11434.........21
11435.........21
11540.........21
11541.........21
11542.........21
11544.........21
11545.........21
11546.........21
11547.........21
11771.........21
11772.........21
11791.........21
11792.........21
11793.........21
11794.........21
11795.........21
11797.........21

Item #

Pg #

15000........23
15005........23
15210........23
15211.........23
15214........23
15216........23
15222........23
15225........23
15231........24
15232........24
15236........24
15241........24
15244........24
16000........26
16002........25
16004........25
16006........25
16007........25
16008........25
16010........25
16011.........26
16012........26
16013........26
16014........25
16015........25
16017........25
16020........26
16021........26
16029........26
16031........26
16032........27
16033........27
16035........27
16037........27
16039........27
16040........27
16042........27
16043........27
16044........27
16050........29
16051........29
16053........29
16054........29
16060........29
16062........29
16065........9
16070........24
16075........24
17035........46
17042........28
17043........28
17044........28
17045........28
17048........28
17055........28
17056........28
17057........28
17058........28
17059........28
17081........28
17086........28
17087........28
17094........28
17122........28
17125........28
17128........28
17130........28
17142........28
21100.........11
21104.........11

Item #

Pg #

21113.........11
21116.........11
21119.........11
21150.........11
21220........30
21223........30
25000........46
25040........n/s
25042........17
29063........29
29066........29
29067........29
30001........39
30005........39
30010........39
30015........39
30023........39
30024........39
30026........39
30028........39
30031........39
30033........39
30039........39
30042........38
30043........38
30051........39
30505........39
30520........35
30525........35
31035........31
31048........31
31049........31
31055........31
31057........31
31061........31
31068........31
31076........31
31100.........35
31515........34
31516........34
31517........34
31570........34
31571........34
31585........35
31586........35
31587........35
31588........35
31595........35
31596........35
31597........35
31598........35
31802........30
31804........30
31806........30
31811.........30
31813........30
31815........30
31820........30
31822........30
31824........30
32000........33
32002........32
32005........33
32006........33
32010........33
32016........32
32017........32
32019........34
32021........36
32024........32
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Pg #

32027........32
32029........35
32030........34
33001........37
32034........36
32035........33
32039........34
32041........33
32104........12
32107........12
32987........36
33000........37
33002........37
33003........37
33007........37
33008........37
33009........37
33010........37
33012........36
33016........37
33017........37
33018........37
33021........37
33022........37
33023........37
33025........36
33030........37
33031........36
33044........36
33052........37
33500........38
33505........38
33513........38
33517........38
33610........30
33611.........30
33612........30
33613........30
33614........30
33615........30
35024........38
35025........38
35041........38
35043........38
35045........38
35049........38
35060........n/s
36051........n/s
36052........n/s
37001........40
37002........40
37005........40
37006........43
37007........40
37008........40
37009........43
37011.........40
37020........44
37021........44*
37031........ns
37032........ns
37037........40
37038........40
37044........41
37046........41
37052........41
37054........41
37055........41
37057........41
37058........42
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Pg #

37060........41
37062........41
37064........42
37065........42
37066........43
37067........43
37068........44
37069........44
37070........42
37073........44
37074........44
37075........43
37076........43
37077........42
37078........43
37079........43
37080........42
37084........42
37085........44
37086........44
37088........42
37089........42
38000........26
38005........26
38007........27
38008........27
40000........18
40005........18
40010........18
40011.........18
40023........18
40026........18
40027........18
40031........18
40050........18
40053........19
40057........19
40072........19
40075........19
40077........19
40500........29
40515........29
50150........19
50153........19
50171........19
50182........20
50185........20
57323........17
57324........17
57325........17
57326........17
57327........17
57340........17
57341........17
57342........17
57343........17
57344........17
57354........17
57355........17
57356........17
57540........16
57541........16
57542........16
57543........16
57544........16
57545........16
57546........16
57550........16
57551........16
57552........16
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Item #

Pg #

57553........16
57554........16
57555........16
57556........16
57560........16
57561........16
57562........16
57563........16
57564........16
57565........16
57566........16
57570........16
58000........14
60225........14
60421........11
64681........14
65110.........13
65111.........13
65120........13
65121........13
65122........13
65130........13
65131........13
65133........13
65170........12
65173........12
65177........12
65181........12
65182........12
65183........12
65184........12
65625........13
66210........15
66305........16
66317........15
66325........15
66328........15
66336........15
66338........15
66342........15
66350........15
66355........15
66405........14
66408........14
75220........ns
75224........ns
75226........ns
75228........ns
75230........ns
78200........1
78203........1
78211.........1
78214........1
78215........1
78218........1
78221........1
78224........1
78230........1
78233........1
80210........10
80221........8
80224........8
80226........8
80243........9
80301........3
80302........3
80303........3
80304........3
80305........3
80306........3
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80307........3
80308........3
80311.........3
80312........3
80313........3
80314........3
80315........3
80316........3
80317........3
80318........3
80321........3
80322........3
80323........3
80324........3
80325........3
80326........3
80327........3
80328........3
80331........3
80332........3
80333........3
80334........3
80335........3
80336........3
80337........3
80338........3
80341........3
80342........3
80343........3
80344........3
80345........3
80346........3
80347........3
80348........3
80351........3
80352........3
80353........3
80354........3
80355........3
80356........3
80357........3
80358........3
80365........3
80366........3
80367........3
80368........3
80375........3
80376........3
80377........3
80378........3
80401........4
80402........4
80403........4
80404........4
80405........4
80406........4
80407........4
80408........4
80411.........4
80412........4
80413........4
80414........4
80415........4
80416........4
80417........4
80418........4
80421........4
80422........4
80423........4
80424........4
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Pg # Item #

80425........4
80426........4
80427........4
80428........4
80431........4
80432........4
80433........4
80434........4
80435........4
80436........4
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80438........4
80441........4
80442........4
80443........4
80444........4
80445........4
80446........4
80447........4
80448........4
80451........4
80452........4
80453........4
80454........4
80455........4
80456........4
80457........4
80458........4
80465........4
80466........4
80467........4
80468........4
80512........3
80513........3
80515........3
80516........3
80517........3
80518........3
80542........3
80543........3
80545........3
80546........3
80547........3
80548........3
80555........3
80556........3
80557........3
80558........3
80565........3
80566........3
80567........3
80568........3
80656........4
80657........4
80658........4
80700........4
80701........4
80702........4
80703........4
80704........4
80705........4
80716........4
80724........2
80725........2
80726........2
80734........2
80735........2
80736........2
80744........2
80745........2

Pg #

80746........2
80754........2
80755........2
80756........2
80805........2
80806........2
80807........2
80813........2
80815........2
80817........2
80833........2
80843........2
80853........2
80991........4
81030........10
81031........10
81032........10
81033........10
81034........10
81035........10
81037........10
81038........10
81039........10
81041........10
81042........10
81043........10
81086........6
81088........6
81095........8
81101.........8
81102.........8
81105.........8
81108.........8
81112.........10
81113.........10
81125.........9
81213........8
83502........5
83507........5
83509........5
83510........5
83513........5
83516........5
83519........5
83531........5
83534........5
83537........5
83540........5
83562........5
83563........5
83570........5
83593........5
83612........ns
83613........ns
83615........5
83617........5
83619........ns
83621........ns
83622........ns
83623........ns
83625........ns
83626........ns
83628........ns
83629........ns
83651........ns
83655........5
83678........ns
83693........5
83695........5
83696........ns

Item #

Pg #

83697........ns
83853........6
84030........7
84047........7
84050........7
84051........7
84054........
84055........7
84056........7
84057........7
84058........7
84067........7
84068........7
84069........7
84072........7
84074........7
84075........7
84077........7
84078........7
84090........7
84091........7
84145........6
84156........6
90100........45
90105........45
90107........45
90118.........45
90120........45
90121........30
92008........47
92013........47
92016........47
92023........46
92030........46
92034........45
92037........45
92091........46
92094........46
92097........46
92131........45
92132........45
93020........20
93023........20
93026........20
93030........20

A

AccuGlide
AFO Assist
Amputee Cushions
Awesome Grip

B

Backscratcher
Bath Sponges
Bed Pull-Up
Body Up Evolution
Bottom Buddy
Bowl with Handle
Bubble Inclinometer
Bumbo Seat
Button Aid, Cushion Grip
Button Aids

C

Cage Cup Holders
Cane Buddy
Cane, Lifting Handle
ChildBrite
Clear 2 Handle Mugs
Clothing Protectors
Coilers
Cool-It Roller
Crutch, smartCrutch
Crutches, Forearm
Crutches, Millennial
Cup, Dysphagia Rije Cup
Cup, Dysphagia Wedge Cup
Cup, Insulated
Cylindrical Foam Tubing

D

DogGone Opener
Dressing Sticks
Dressing Sticks, Dressing EZ
Dycem
Dycem Jar Opener

E

Easy Grip Opener
Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle
Easy-On, Easy Off Sock Aid
Euro-Sling
Eva Walkers
Exercise Metronome
Extended Door Opener

F

Finger Exercisers
Finger Goniometer
Foot Funnel
Foot Lifter
Foot Socker
Freedom Wand

G

Gait Belts, cotton
Gas Cap Tool
Goniometers
Grip-n-Assist

H

Hand Pump for Urias Splints
Hide'nSlide
High Sided Dishes
Hip Kits

..................9
..................12
..................10
..................8

..................30
..................46
..................35
..................1
..................48
..................24
..................15
..................20
..................38
..................39

..................29
..................6
..................7
..................20
..................26
..................30
..................34
..................10
..................6
..................7
..................7
..................24
..................24
..................26
..................29

I

Insulated Bowl…12 oz
Insulated Cup
IV Pole for Eva Walker

K

KE Classic Button Aid
..................39
KE Classic Utensils, Non-Weighted
..................22
KE Classic -Weighted Utensils ..................21
KEatlery Utensils
..................21
Kennedy Cup
..................25
Knives
..................23

L

Leg Lifters

M

MarbleMaze
Massagers
Meat Cutter Knife
Mirror Tag
Mirrors, Para Inspection
Mobility Arm
Mug, Insulated
Mug, Insulated-Weighted
My Plate-Mate…Large
MY-Self Belts

N

Nosey Cups
Nosey Glass II...8 oz

O
..................28
..................38
..................38
..................28
..................28

One Handle Clear Cup
Overdoor Exerciser (CVA)
Overdoor Traction
Oxygen Carrier/ EVA Walker
Oxygen Tank Holders

P
..................28
..................11
..................33
..................13
..................5
..................16
..................8

..................16
..................15
..................36
..................31
..................34
..................48

.................. 2-4
..................11
..................15
..................4

..................14
..................20
..................24
..................40-44

..................27
..................27
..................5

Parkinson's Weighted Kits
Pegboards
Pen, EZ Grip ResQ Gel
Pencil Weights
Pill Dispenser, Automatic
Plastic Handle Mug
Plastisol Coated Spoons
Plate Guards
Plate, Partitioned
Potty Seat, Bumbo
Purrfect Opener

R

Razor Holder
Reach-N-Scratch
Reachers
Reach-N-Scrub
Rocker Knife

S

Scoop Dish
Seating, Bumbo
Shoe Laces, Elastic
Shoehorn, Long Plastic
Shoehorn, Metallic Plastic
Shoehorn, Spring Action
Shoehorn, Telescopic

..................31

..................20
..................14
..................23
..................11
..................47
..................12
..................26
..................26
..................23
..................30

..................25
..................25

..................25
..................14
..................14
..................5
..................10

Shoehorn, Unbreakable
Shoehorns, EZ Slide
Shoehorns, Foam Handle
Shoehorns, Stainless Steel
Smoker's Bib
Sock Aid w/Foam Handles
Sock Aid, Dlx Terry Covered
Sock Aid, Economy
Sock Aid, Formed
Sock Aid, Terry Covered
Sock Aids, Bariatric
Sock and Stocking Aid
Sock Genie
Sock Horse
Sock/Stocking Doffer, Econo
Sock-N-Shoe Aid
Socks, Ex Wide Medi
Sofa Arm
Soft B-U Handle Utensils
Soft-Touch Utensils
SoloGrip Opener
Squiggle Wiggle Writer
Suction Brush
Swedish Helparm
Swirlygig II

T

Toileting Aids
Toothbrush, B-U Handle
Tricky Tree
Two Handle Mug
Tyless Shoe laces

U

uDrink Adaptable Holder
Univ. Holder, Large
Universal Cup Holder
UriBags
Urinal
Utensil Holder

V

Visor Tag
..................26
..................19
..................19
..................18
..................29
..................25
..................23
..................23
..................24
..................46
..................28

..................47
..................30
..................38
..................46
..................23

..................24
..................20
..................34
..................36
..................37
..................37
..................36

W

Walker Bags
Walker Rest Seat
Weighted Bowl & Cup
Weighted Bowl & Soupspoon
Weighted Bowl
Weighted Button Aid
Weighted Coated Utensils
Weighted Cup
Weighted Dining Kit
Weighted Universal Holders
Weighted Utensils, ADULT
Weighted Utensils, YOUTH
Weighted-Coated Spoons
Weights, Arm
Weights, Hand
Weights, Leg
W/C Extended Door Opener
W/C Awesome Grip
Wonder Flo Vacuum Cup
Writing CLAWs

Z

Zipper Pulls

..................36
..................37
..................37
..................37
..................9
..................32
..................32
..................33
..................33
..................32
..................32
..................33
..................35
..................34
..................36
..................36
..................30
..................11
..................22
..................22
..................28
..................18
..................47
..................13
..................29

..................48
..................47
..................19
..................25
..................35

..................29
..................17
..................9
..................47
..................47
..................23

..................11

..................6
..................8
..................27
..................27
..................27
..................39
..................22
..................27
..................27
..................18
..................21
..................21
..................21
..................17
..................17
..................17
..................8
..................8
..................26
..................19

..................35

Authorized Dealer:

10804 Mark Twain Road
West Frankfort, IL 62896
618 - 932-3838
www.ADLrehab.com

